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Section I.  Introduction and Summary 

WFWG Charge 

In September 2013, the Arlington County Board requested the County Manager initiate a 

Williamsburg Field Site Evaluation Work Group (WFWG) “to lead a robust community process 

to evaluate whether or not to light the Williamsburg synthetic fields.” (WFWG Charge, 

Appendix A). 

“Included in that evaluation, although not limited to these topics, shall be whether the 

environmental, noise and light spillage impacts of, for the first time, lighting one or two fields 

at Williamsburg can be mitigated sufficiently to preserve the character of the neighborhood 

and provide a reasonable quality of life to the nearest neighbors – both those whose 

property abuts the Williamsburg property and those who live across N. 36th street from the 

site.” 

Considerations. The Charge also lays out the following areas of consideration for the 

Work Group: 

 Impacts to programs and uses:

o Impacts to current level of public services provided to County residents
o Analysis and mitigation of impacts on the surrounding neighborhood
o Opportunities to combine multiple priority programs and uses on the fields
o Hours of operations
o Compliance and enforcement of permitted use

 Site considerations:
o Impacts to undisturbed natural areas
o Compatible with neighborhood context and surroundings
o Sufficient open/recreational space to support site uses and community needs

 Fiscal and Timing Considerations:
o Added costs due to complicated construction, phasing, mitigation of impacts,

and/or maintenance of existing county programs and uses
o Ability to complete a project within the necessary timeframe

Members. The Board appointed the members listed below to the WFWG in July 2015. Two 

members resigned in summer of 2016 and were not replaced. Additionally, Gail Harrison, an 

adjoining homeowner, served as a de-facto alternate, sitting in for various WFWG members 

who could not make meetings, and thereby participated vigorously throughout the process. 
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FIGURE 1:  WORKGROUP MEMBERS 

Musco's Proposal 

LED v. HID. Musco Lighting (Musco), Arlington County’s sole-source athletic field lighting 

contractor offers two source options to light the Williamsburg fields: HID (High Intensity 

Discharge) and LED (Lighting Emitting Diode). HID has been the primary source for sports 

lighting for several decades and is found throughout the County. LED is newer technology 

and has not been installed in Arlington for athletic fields. 

Spill and Glare. While both sources are suitable for the application of sports lighting, 

Musco recommends LED lighting for the Williamsburg fields over HID for its greater ability 

to control the negative impacts of lighting, namely spill and glare. Spill, measured in foot-

candles is the illumination of a surface beyond the intended target. Glare, which can be 

theoretically modeled in candelas, but not actually measured in the field, is the luminous 

intensity experienced when looking directly into a light. Given the proximity of neighboring 

homes to the fields, Musco determined that LED lights were the best choice to mitigate 

the potential impacts of light pollution off the WMS property. 

Heights. Musco therefore provided three separate LED proposals with 80-foot, 70-foot and 

68- foot heights. The height of the pole is also critical to mitigating light pollution, with taller 

mounting heights allowing the fixtures to be aimed directly at the field, resulting in less spill 

Name Group Representing 

Erik Gutshall, Chair Planning Commission 

Steve Severn Sports Commission 

Bill Ross Parks and Recreation Commission 

John Seymour E2C2 

Ruth Shearer Williamsburg Civic Association 

Gregg Kurasz Rock Spring Civic Association 

David Friedman Yorktown Civic Association 

Larry Suiters Resident whose property abuts the fields 

Joe Delogu Resident whose property abuts the fields 

Roy Gamse Resident whose property abuts the fields 

Charles Trabandt Resident whose property is across the street 

Elizabeth Kirby Resident whose property is across the street 

Justin Wilt Arlington Soccer Association 

Susan Wallace Arlington Womens Soccer League 

Eileen Raicht-Gray Arlington Coed Kicks Soccer League 

Maury Wray Bridges Discovery Elementary School PTA
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and glare off the field.  Lower heights require the fixtures be aimed more horizontally, 

creating more opportunity for the lights to spill off the property and increasing the direct 

viewing angles for the glare. 

Proposed Configuration.  Musco recommends the following installation specifications: 

 6 poles

 80-foot height from average site elevation (ASE)

 Average illumination of 30 fc (foot-candles) on the field

 5700K (Kelvin) color temperature – bluish white

WFWG Process 

Consensus-seeking. While the WFWG Chair sought to facilitate the process through a 

consensus-seeking model, from the outset it was clear that all representatives of the 

Williamsburg neighbors on the WFWG were unanimous in their categorical opposition to 

lighting the fields.  This opposition intensified as neighbors voiced frustration with their 

perceived inability to get direct answers to their questions from Musco.  Further, the 

remaining representatives on the WFWG who were open to a process that could 

recommend lighting one or both fields constituted a clear minority of the WFWG. 

Nevertheless, in accordance with Arlington’s Participation Leadership and Civic 

Engagement (PLACE) Framework for Civic Relationships, the WFWG was able to proceed 

with its charge, operating largely with consensus and always with good humor and mutual 

respect. However, this final report presents two distinctly different recommendations for 

the County Board – one Open to Lighting (Section II) and one Opposed to Lighting (Section 

III). 

Meetings. The WFWG met from August 2015 through April 2016 in the fact-finding phase, 

took a hiatus from April through August 2016 and then concluded its deliberation, 

presentation of results, and report writing from September 2016 through February 2017. 

In summary, the WFWG conducted: 

 15 WFWG Meetings

 1 Meeting with WFWG Board Liaison

 7 WFWG Subcommittee Meetings

 2 Field Tours (One Arlington Lighted field tour and One Vienna Field Tour)

 1 Onsite evening visit with Musco to take light readings

 1 Site Tour of the Neighborhood

 1 Community Open House
 4 Commission Presentations (Long Range Planning Committee, Planning

Commission, Parks & Rec Commission, Sports Commission)
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 1 County Board Work Session

Fact Finding. To date, the WFWG has documented over 100 questions and answers in a 

Fact- Finding Request Matrix (Appendix B). These items include a broad swath of 

nuanced, highly technical, complex and often controversial topics related to installing 

athletic field lighting. 

Often, every answer elicited yet more detailed questions probing to uncover the best 

available information on the subject. In fact, the thirst for information and the time 

required to obtain it prompted the WFWG to request an extension from the County 

Board in the time allotted to complete the charge. The Board granted the request, but 

even still, by September 2016, the WFWG had to move forward with admittedly 

imperfect information. 

Summary of Findings 

The Open to Lighting and Opposed to Lighting Sections of this report not only draw 

different conclusions from the vast array of information collected in this process, but, not 

surprisingly, also place greater emphasis on the facts that support the recommendation 

being made. Below is an attempt to present an objective summary of the WFWG findings, 

indicating whether the finding is generally supported by all or a subset of the WFWG.  

Undoubtedly, this summary does not capture every detail presented in Sections II and III 

of this report, but hopefully helps to illustrate where there is consensus and the points of 

departure where there is not. 

Topic Open to Lighting Opposed to Lighting 

Neighborhood 
Character 

Consensus: 

 WMS is zoned S-3A; surrounding neighborhood R-10 and R-
20 – No Commercial or Multi-family uses

 Dark and quiet at night

 Abundant wildlife in wooded setting

 Already experienced increased intensity of use with
Discovery ES addition and conversion to synthetic turf

 Hard to measure, not
quantifiable, subjective

 Not black and white: night field
use is additive to other uses,
not total silence.

 Clanton Report:  effects can
not be mitigated to protect
neighborhood character

 Lighting inconsistent with
national/ international
standards for residential
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Topic Open to Lighting Opposed to Lighting 

neighborhoods (e.g., Model 
Lighting Ordinance) 

Lighting Design 

Pole Height Consensus: 

 Zoning Administrator has determined that maximum height
of light poles currently allowed in S-3A is 68’; proposed
height of 80’ would require a Zoning Ordinance Amendment
(ZOA).

 ZOA is appropriate to achieve
optimum lighting configuration

 Neighbors do not support
ZOA as this height violates the
purpose of S-3A zoning, which
is “to encourage the retention
of certain properties in a
relatively natural state”

Spill and Glare  MUSCO would be under
contractual obligation to
achieve the design
specifications of no spill at the
property line

 Health effects from glare are
unlikely with proper lighting
design

 Clanton: using Musco’s own
calculations, glare will be 2-3
times national & international
standards

 Compliance difficult to
measure; relies on complaints
from neighbors

 “Eye-aching” glare from
MUSCO installation at Capital
University in Bexley, Ohio.

Color Temperature  5700K yields the best energy
efficiency and spill/glare control

 Successful in many applications
across the country

 Numerous potential adverse
health and environmental
effects from 5700K

Foot-Candles  May be possible to dim the
lights on all or part of the fields
sometimes

 Musco says impact of
dimming on spill and glare
would be minimal

Photometric Data  MUSCO can not be compelled
to release proprietary data

 Other lighting mfgrs provide
data

 Without data criteria
compliance can not be
independently verified
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Topic Open to Lighting Opposed to Lighting 

Public Health 

AMA Report Consensus: 

 2016 AMA recommendation that street lights be limited to
no higher than 3000K, warning that exposure to high-Kelvin
LED lights is associated with reduced sleep time, nighttime
awakenings, impaired daytime functioning and obesity.

 Research was on street lights,
not athletic field lights

 Major contributors to the
2016 AMA report on LED
lights, agree that 5700K
should not be used on
neighborhood athletic fields

Effects of Blue Light Consensus: 

 This is an emerging area of research and as of yet there are
no definitive studies or scientific consensus directly linking
sports lighting to adverse health affects

 County’s Public Health Director
determined no adverse public
health risk

 “Natural eye defense
mechanisms” will protect the
retina from overexposure

 PHD report assumes that
MUSCO will effectively
control light spill and glare,
which can’t be verified

 Weight of scientific evidence
is more than suggestive;
serious concerns about
precisely the kinds of lighting
proposed

Adverse Impacts 

Noise Consensus: 

 DPR is exempt from noise ordinance

 Enforcement based on quantitative decibel readings not
realistic

 Nuisance noise comes from both the field and parking lot

 Rely on qualitative mitigation
measures captured in MOA

 Mitigation not enforceable

 Extension of daytime noise
levels into the evening is
intrusive

Traffic Consensus: 
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Topic Open to Lighting Opposed to Lighting 

 DES traffic study calculates approx. 125 to 150 vehicle trips
over 3 hour window of time

 While DES analysis determined no significant impact to road
network, it does not analyze quality of life impacts

 Net decrease in traffic in
County by providing facilities
closer to homes in N Arlington.

 “Good neighbor” plan could
raise awareness and mitigate
nuisance

 DES underestimates number
of trips; does not reconcile
with projections of player-
hours gained.

 Concern is not with
bottlenecks, but noise and
light pollution from cars,
slamming doors, car alarms,
etc.

Environmental 
Impacts 

Consensus: 

 Environmental Assessment (EA) is required by County
before proceeding with installation

 EA will be heard by E2C2 after the WFWG has concluded

 Plant more trees as mitigating
buffer

 Mature trees/canopy will
need to be removed to install
pole S3

 Wildlife habitat will be
degraded by loss of canopy

 AMA: High Kelvin lights
associated with adverse
impacts on wildlife

Field Utilization 

Model Consensus: 

 Data on field utilization not straight-forward; depends on
criteria used to query DPR database

 Gaps in data

 Developed model to allow for common platform to run
different scenarios based on multiple criteria

 Should consider person-hours
gained not just field hours

 Should include benefit to APS
users

Capacity  Fundamental need for
additional capacity on

 Additional capacity can be
better added County-wide by
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Topic Open to Lighting Opposed to Lighting 

rectangular fields not part of 
WFWG charge 

converting more grass fields 
to synthetic turf, including 
grass fields already lit. 

Mitigation 

Scheduling Consensus: 

 Having lights on 7 days a week until 11pm not an option

 curfews, days per week, youth
v. adult, seasonal, staggered
start times 

 Mitigation can not be
successful where fields were
not designed for lights to
begin with

Buffers  Remove invasives, plant more
trees per Rock Spring NC Plan

 Physical barriers like berms,
fences, blinds

 80’ high lights too tall for
barriers

 Many newly planted trees
along western edge of WMS
fields are dead or dying.
Those that survive will take
many decades to provide
effective screening.

 APS’ efforts to remove
invasive species threatening
existing trees have failed.

Lighting controls  Dimmers

 Color Temp

 WFWG has not evaluated
these options

Memorandum of 
Agreement (MoA) 

 Used successfully at Greenbrier

 Includes standing committee
with neighborhood reps

 Doesn’t fundamentally
address adverse impacts

Field Utilization Model 

The WFWG developed an Excel spreadsheet Field Utilization Model to calculate the hours 

of field usage at WMS under natural grass, unlit synthetic turf, and lit turf scenarios. The 

model is based on DPR-provided FY13 data for grass fields and CY16 data for unlit turf. For 

lit turf, the model calculates the hours per field per year gained under scenarios with 

user-selected variables for: 

 Season
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 Utilization Factor – percentage of time a field will actually be scheduled out

of the total time the field is theoretically available

 Curfew times
 Mean sunset

 Exit time – time field must remain lit to allow users to exit safely

Time on before sunset to allow uninterrupted play.  The results of various selected scenarios are 

presented in Appendix XX. 
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Section II:  Open to Lighting 

Introduction & Background 
Very early in the Williamsburg Field Site Evaluation Workgroup (WFWG) process, it became 

clear that the working group was split into two sides – those “Concerned with Lights” and those 

“Open to Lights.”  This section of the report looks at the issues from the Open to Lights 

standpoint. 

This process is about seeking a balance between the needs and interests of the immediate 

community with those of the broader Arlington Community.  Arlington-area sports group 

participants young and old are keen on accessing the new fields at Williamsburg during evening 

hours, whereas many of the neighbors of those fields feel that the additional levels of noise and 

lights and general activity will further degrade their quality of life and negatively impact their 

state of being, despite any and all possible mitigation measures that have been proposed so far. 

In many ways this is a classic land use issue related to growth in Arlington.  Should growth in 

the County adversely impact a given set of residents?  Or, flipped around, should a small 

number of residents inhibit growth that benefits a far larger number of residents? 

The Concerned with Lights group, comprised of Immediate neighbors of the fields at 

Williamsburg, feel that their situation is different from others (for instance, Greenbrier Park), in 

that the proposed action installs lights at the fields where formerly none existed.  (By contrast, 

Greenbrier Park had lights prior to the fairly recent park upgrade that upgraded & increased the 

lighting, moved and expanded fields, and general expanded uses at the park, and at that time 

brought the local community into the process.)  However, at every field location in Arlington 

that currently has lights, this same process happened at some point in the past:  lights were 

proposed, deliberations ensued, and eventually lights were installed.  This is simple 

Williamsburg’s time to go through this process – just like many other fields in Arlington. 

Working group members who are open to the prospect of lighting the fields at Williamsburg 

feel that, among other things, doing so benefits the community at large.  This is supported by 

the statement “Every Park for Every Body,” a view recently expressed in another Arlington 

community planning process involving the Four Mile Run Valley.  The essence is that every 

County facility belongs to Arlington, not just to the local community that may consider that 

facility as “theirs.”   

From a high-level perspective involving Arlington sports user groups, the Arlington Sports 

Commission developed a position statement that acknowledges all of the different stakeholders 

involved and focuses on the interests of all County residents while also taking seriously the 

inputs of immediate neighbors for a given project:  
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The Sports Commission recognizes that any facility development or planning process in 

Arlington requires input from a variety of stakeholders.  Many different parties claim 

interest in any given process, and typically there are several different outcomes possible 

in each process.  The Sports Commission respectfully recognizes those varying opinions, 

and it also seeks to reinforce the notion that the entire Arlington community has 

primary “ownership” of public facilities.  It is clear that the inputs of immediate 

neighbors (those physically close to the facility) need to be considered seriously.  Those 

inputs may suggest the need for specific measures aimed at satisfying those 

immediately impacted by the facility.  However, it is important not to lose sight of the 

needs and desires of the overall Arlington community, which merit strong 

consideration.  Ideally all parties are in agreement, but when this is not the case, the 

Sports Commission believes that Arlington County facilities, and the planning processes 

that produce them, need to represent the interests of all County residents. – Arlington 

Sports Commission, Adopted 2016 

In trying to work with the working group Charge that provides direction to the group, members 

sought to conduct “a robust community process to evaluate whether or not to light the 

Williamsburg synthetic fields” and… 

Included in that evaluation, although not limited to these topics, shall be whether the 

environmental, noise and light spillage impacts of, for the first time, lighting one or two 

fields at Williamsburg can be mitigated sufficiently to preserve the character of the 

neighborhood and provide a reasonable quality of life to the nearest neighbors 

In a nutshell, the discussion within the working group essentially started with a strongly stated 

opposition to lighting expressed by a large number of working group members (the immediate 

neighbors).  Due to the composition of the working group, the group discussion as a whole has 

been tilted towards a “No lights” position from the outset.  Members of the working group who 

are in the Open to Lights category understand the neighbors’ concerns and they appreciate the 

history that the community has dealt with in getting to this point in the process.  The Open to 

Lights group seeks a broader discussion that does not start with “No lights,” and instead allows 

full and thorough consideration of the many options that, in some combination, might yield 

sufficient mitigation so that neighbors and County sports groups can co-exist during evening 

hours at Williamsburg.  Even if a thorough discussion of all possibilities were to result in a 

finding that no combination of mitigation measures could effectively protect the neighbors 

from the activities on and around the fields, it is believed that County residents will be more 

fully satisfied that the WFWG has process worked and that, as a group, we have done our best 

to explore all options.  

Capacity Issues Are Crippling Youth Sports 
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So why would lights at Williamsburg be helpful?  Simply put, all Arlington sports user groups are 

growing, while recreational facility development in Arlington is not keeping pace.   

Unfortunately, there are some that suggest that more fields aren’t needed.  The Concerned 

with Lights group references the “statistically valid survey results” that came from the 2016 

POPS surveys supporting the County’s Public Spaces Master Plan process.  In those results, 

sports fields were not seen as the top need expressed by survey respondents (rectangular 

sports fields were typically ranked behind things like hiking trails and natural areas & wildlife 

habitats.  However, reading the complete results of the POPS survey, combined with other 

evidence on actual facility usage and demand which has been revealed during the other fact-

finding of the POPS process, shows a strong additional need for virtually all public space 

facilities, including rectangular fields, diamond fields, swimming pools, trails, natural resource 

areas, etc.  Preference rankings in a survey, while useful, do not translate to appropriate policy 

choices of one type of public space facility over another.  The POPS results are not a fair 

indicator of the adequacy of field space in the County.  
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So let’s look at rectangular sports fields in the County.  As the Williamsburg process focuses on 

synthetic playing fields, let’s examine where those fields exist in Arlington.   

FIGURE 2:  SYNTHETIC FIELDS CHART 

As shown, the vast majority of Arlington’s synthetic turf fields are in central and south 

Arlington.  In the northern third of the County there are few synthetic facilities.  As a side note, 

this seems true regarding all sorts of recreational facilities in Arlington; there are simply fewer 

of them in the northern third of the County. 

As the WFWG process explores the possibility of lighting a synthetic field in Arlington, let’s now 

look at where lighted synthetic rectangular fields exist.  Almost all of the lighted rectangular 

fields are in central and south Arlington.     
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FIGURE 3:  LIGHTED FIELDS CHART 

To be specific, the northern third of Arlington has exactly one lighted rectangular field – 

Greenbrier Park.  Lighting the Williamsburg fields alone would triple that inventory of such 

space in the northern tier of Arlington. 

A key question to ask when siting any type of County facility is whether the facility is located 

close to the population that uses it.  One of the metrics employed in the ongoing POPS process 

assesses facilities by their proximity to users.  So does the existence of one lighted turf field in 

north Arlington correlate with the locations of user group populations?  No, not in the least. 

Here is one snapshot of the current inadequacy of facilities in the area:  25% of all Arlington 

Recreational soccer players – that’s about 1,500 kids - live within 1.5 miles of Williamsburg 

Middle School…. yet just a small fraction play there.  Instead, most spend time in traffic, driving 

to & from practices & games located elsewhere in the County.  Wouldn’t it be nice to reduce 

some of that traffic and serve the local populations closer to home? 
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Sports user groups often receive complaints and requests from north Arlington parents that ask 

for facilities closer to home.  Usually there is little to be offered.  Is this a chance to change 

things? 

Throughout Arlington, sports groups are growing as the general population increases. That 

means they will continue to grow for years to come. 

APS estimates a 20% increase in school age children within the next 10 years. Those kids 

will need places to do everything associated with being kids, including places to play. 

(https://www.apsva.us/statistics/enrollment-projections/) 

Youth sports groups have been growing steadily and that growth is expected to continue.  Adult 

sports groups have seen flat or slightly declining participation in recent years.  This appears 

poised to change soon, as new adult sports initiatives seem to be gaining traction and are 

growing apace.  For example, the County’s adult drop-in soccer program is extremely popular, 

sells out each season, and will expand in the near term.  Other adult programming evolutions 

are expected to yield increased amounts of adult participation as well. 

FIGURE 4:  OUTDOOR YOUTH SPORT GROWTH 

 -
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Existing fields across Arlington (both natural grass and artificial turf) are heavily used.  Many 

grass fields are used beyond existing use standards, impacting the quality of those fields and 

increasing maintenance needs that further stretch limited maintenance funding. 

Converting natural grass fields to artificial turf does yield significant increases in playing time 

each year, both due to the ability to use the fields when wet as well as the ability to play on the 

fields year ‘round.  Bermuda grass fields (the best natural grass fields in the County) have “no 

play” rest periods during the Winter and Summer that put those fields out of use for many 

weeks each year.  As we know, converting a field to turf is not inexpensive, typically running 

somewhere in the $800,000 to $1,200,000 range, depending on various factors.  The County 

has committed to a number of such conversions in the CIP, but thus far no field (after 

Williamsburg) has been specifically identified as a candidate for a conversion and the schedule 

has actually slipped; the County is behind on conversions at this point in time.  Ideally we would 

pursue both turf conversations and, where appropriate, field lighting, all in order to increase 

the total inventory of play spaces and times those spaces are available for children and adults in 

Arlington.   

FIGURE 5:  LBP SKILLS SESSION PICTURE 

Here’s an example of how crowded fields are lately.  This picture shows all of the participants at 

a Monday Night Skills Soccer Training session.  All of these players and coaches fill 2 fields at 

Long Bridge Park pretty thoroughly.  There are over 100 players per field (note that, for these 

age groups, a team typically fields anywhere from seven to eleven players at a time).  Is this 

density of use optimal from a developmental standpoint?  No, not close.  And the story is 

similar for many other sports groups.  For youth soccer, the ideal practice scenario would put 

one team on half of a field appropriately sized for the team’s age group.  Unfortunately, youth 

soccer had to abandon any such ideal practice scenario many years ago due to field availability 
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issues.  As a result, given the constraints of Arlington County’s field inventory, many sports 

groups have to make do and put more kids on any given field than is truly appropriate. 

So how can this issue be resolved?  Program participation can be limited or shrunk, such that 

more and more children are turned away and told “no, you can’t play.”  On the other hand, 

more fields or play spaces can be developed.  In Arlington, this is tough given the growth and 

land use seen around the County, and this can also be a pricey solution.   

Another option involves lighting existing fields.  Lighting fields can help alleviate crowding by 

increasing the number of hours a given field can be used each day.  As an example, for youth 

soccer, if the 10 most-used, non-lighted fields were lighted, we estimate a gain of up to 3,157 

hours of *added* play time that would be available during Spring and Fall seasons (11 weeks 

each). 

Benefits of Lights at Williamsburg + Mitigation Options 

BENEFITS OF LIGHTS AT WILLIAMSBURG + MITIGATION OPTIONS 

Specific to the fields at Williamsburg, the positive impact of lighting these fields can best be 

stated by expressing the number of “person/hours” gained by lighting the fields. 

“Person/hours” is a true measure of overall social impact.  Take the number of hours of play 

time newly made available by lighting the fields and then multiply those hours by the number 

of players benefitting from that extra time.  One ends up with a quantitative expression of the 

value derived from lighting the fields.  This is based on assumptions of hours available (varying 

based on different curfews each night) and the number of players playing on the fields during 

those hours.   

FIGURE 6:  WMS PERSON/HOURS 

Curfew 
Time 

Hours
gained 

per
field 
with
lights 

Number
of full 
size

fields 

People
per field 

(low 
capacity) 

People
per field 

(high 
capacity) 

Person/ 
hours 
gained

(low 
capacity) 

Person/ 
hours 
gained
(high 

capacity) 

9pm 293 2 30 100 17,580 9pm 58,600 

10pm 532 2 30 100 31,920 10pm 106,400 

11pm 779 2 30 100 46,740 11pm 155,800 
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For example, if you look at the table above, it is estimated that, with a 10pm curfew, we would 

gain up to 106,400 person/hours per year.   

For this example, let’s assume a 10pm curfew every night of the week is deemed not workable. 

Let’s assume some nights have earlier curfews, and maybe there are other factors further 

limiting field use.  Even if you cut the person / hours figure in half to accommodate different 

curfews and other mitigation measures, etc., you see that we still get over 50,000 person / 

hours of added benefit from lighting the fields.  That’s a significant benefit for Arlingtonians!  

So what mitigation measures might work?  The working group is still in the process of talking 

through the various possible measures that have been identified, and it is possible that still 

others exist that are yet to be uncovered.  For this discussion mitigation measures have been 

grouped by type or category, and they include: 

Environmental Options 

• Plant denser tree, hedge & groundcover between the end of the Western end of

the fields and the immediate neighbors along that side of the fields

• Consider physical buffer options such as walls or sound barrier panels and/or

earthen berms

• Coordinate a package discount for neighbors who want to put up fences

• Develop grant program for neighbors to purchase internal mitigation such as
blinds, shades, white noise devices, and other solutions

Lighting Specific Options 

• Phase lights settings so that less bright lighting is closest to neighbors, reducing light

spillage even more. This could include selective lighting (at certain times) of only

the cross-width fields furthest from the woods along the Western side, leaving the

cross- width fields closest to residents, dark at those times.

• Lower light intensity, color or temperature based on data to reduce light impact.

Some of these were briefly discussed earlier in the process. There may be more

options to examine in this area.

• Initially the lighting vendor’s “best case option” discarded the possibility of using

HID lighting (as is used at many other County fields). Is this something to revisit in

the interest of compromise?

Scheduling Options 
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• Suggest or even mandate carpooling for evening time field users. Note that

carpooling is already a common practice in the youth sports world, particularly

amongst families with players in the same program and / or on the same team

• Limit evening hours to 9pm or 10pm or some other time (11pm is the County

standard for lighted fields)

• Adjust field closure times for various weekdays and on weekends

• Seasonal restrictions (e.g.; limited lighting during winter and summer months)

• Limit special events after 6pm (11pm is County standard for lighted fields)

• Limit for only youth play (assuming youth are quieter)

• Limit for only adult play (adults bring fewer spectators

• Limit field use to affiliated leagues; vet users of the field and avoid unruly rental groups

• Vary weekday curfew times (e.g.; no more than 2 – 3 nights to 10:30)

• Staggered start times (practices/games); this can help with traffic and noise spikes

• For evening activities, have a “no whistles” policy to help limit noise issues

Partnership Options 

• Develop a “Williamsburg Fields Partnership” group to coordinate

ongoing communication

• This group to meet regularly to discuss operational concerns and issues and to

interface directly with user groups and staff as needed

• Develop a Hotline for residents to provide feedback directly to user groups

regarding issues and concerns

• Facilitates communication with programmed groups. In turn, programmed groups are

easier to identify and work with compared to un-programmed users (i.e. those who

may jump on the fields (assuming they are not lighted) in marginal or no-light

situations after permitted users have left.

• Increases accountability and reduces the distrust factor involving APS, DPR, etc.

• Implement a “good neighbor” communication plan for use by all user groups.

Educate users about how to minimize their impacts on communities hosting

activities. Raise awareness of issues like traffic, parking, noise, and more.

• Develop an “MOA with teeth” to lay out the operational terms for the fields and

provide an increased measure of accountability and trust for all involved

• Schedule a Field Monitor to provide in-person education and mitigation assistance.

This person would be in place whenever DPR permits the use of the field (i.e. not

during school day use, but during evenings and weekends when sports groups are

onsite). The Monitor can ensure lights are turned off when they should be.

One thing is clear to the entirety of the working group: Having lights on 7 days a week until 

11pm each day at Williamsburg makes no sense.  That’s not workable in any scenario.  

However, some mix of mitigation measure, likely including lights with earlier curfews and a 
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blend of other measures, may result in a manageable impact on local residents while also 

allowing many residents to enjoy the benefits of added time on the fields.  

Of course, mitigation is itself not cut and dried.  There’s a lot of opinion at play.  Remember 

the Charge’s reference to mitigation:  Of course, mitigation is itself not cut and dried. There’s a 

lot of opinion at play. Remember the Charge’s reference to mitigation: 

Explore “whether the …. impacts of … lighting one or two fields at Williamsburg can be 

mitigated sufficiently to preserve the character of the neighborhood and provide a 

reasonable quality of life…” 

The tough part about discussing potential mitigation measures is the highly subjective nature of 

the issues at hand, including things like “quality of life”, “character of the neighborhood”, 

“annoyance”, “bother” and so on.  While a few characteristics can be measured (i.e. light levels 

at a specific point, the color temperature of the lights, etc.), much of the discussion centers on 

things that cannot be measured accurately and are thus subject to individual interpretation.  

How do you quantify the annoyance factor of activity on a nearby sports field?  How do you 

concretely express the benefits that accrue to the players who engage in a sports activity, and 

thus how can you express the value the community derives by providing that opportunity?  

These are just a couple examples showing the challenges the working group faces in trying to 

discuss this overall topic in general and specific mitigation measures in particular. 

Another point to consider is that the potential evening use of the fields won’t happen in a 

vacuum.  It is not as if the neighborhood goes completely dormant when school lets out in the 

afternoon.  A variety of activities happen in the late afternoons and evenings, and those impact 

the neighborhood in many of the same ways that have been posed as concerns in this group’s 

discussions.  There are events specific to the elementary school and the middle school.  There 

are school facility uses by other sports groups (i.e. the County’s basketball program).  Even 

working groups use the school facilities and generate some amount of activity.  So with all of 

this going on, one must look at the field use activity in an additive sense, not in a black and 

white, “either there is silence or there is field use” context.  This further heightens the 

subjective nature of the deliberations, especially when the question is one of “when is the 

activity level too high, and when does it become too much?”. 

There are examples demonstrating that mitigation measures can and do work in Arlington.  For 

example, after an initial period of adjustment, various mitigation measures are used with a high 

degree of success at Greenbrier Park, which is another busy sports facility situated in the 

middle of a neighborhood in north Arlington.   Those measures include: 

• Limit the number of special events per year

• Onsite coordination of APS and County special events to reduce impacts on community

• Limit the number of evenings for the lights to extend to 10:30pm or 11pm
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• Adjust starting times to reflect a 9:00am start on weekends as opposed to 8:30am

starts in other locations

• Adjust hours according to seasonal use

• Create a Standing Committee to address community use issues

• Onsite facility monitor is assigned when synthetic fields are in operation during

the evenings and weekends

Somewhat Unique Hindrance – Substantial Distrust of Arlington 
County and County Agents  

All in the working group recognize and appreciate the considerable challenges that the field 

neighbors have faced in recent years.  The middle school continues to grow and evolve, the 

elementary school was constructed and began operations, and the share playing fields went 

from serving as grass play fields to construction staging area and again to hosting sports and 

school activities of different types.  Throughout these processes it is clear that a substantial 

level of distrust exists between the neighbors and any County entity, especially APS and DPR.  

When the example is raised of the Greenbrier experience and the MOA that is in place 

governing activities at the park, Williamsburg neighbors had stated clearly that they would not 

trust that sort of agreement.  They see it as unenforceable and thus not worthy of 

consideration; there is a fear that terms stated in the MOA may be changed based on the 

County’s whim, and that the neighbors would have no recourse and no real way to push back.  

A curfew set initially at 9:30pm could suddenly be changed to allow play until 11pm, for 

example.  This vision terrifies the neighbors, and the working group understands those fears. 

This is one of the most difficult factors that the working group has had to work with.  The 

“water is poisoned” (as the Planning Commission Chair stated recently) by previous County 

actions or in-actions, and this history very much affects how the neighbors evaluate present day 

options and measures that, when seen in a different light, might seem more workable. 

The Open to Lights approach includes two related measures that seek to address the distrust 

factor.  They involve the development of direct partnerships to improve operational oversight 

and a revised approach that produces a MOA with a greater trust factor. 

Partnership Item 1: A " Williamsburg Fields Partnership" standing committee should be 

created to serve as a communications hub for everything related to lighting and related uses 

of the fields.  This group should facilitate direct communication between user groups and the 

neighbors, and ideally be chaired by a neutral (non-County government) party.  The 

composition could include representatives from local neighborhoods, the two schools 

involved, DPR, the Sports Commission, and sports user groups, among others.  This 

committee can review issues and resolve problems before they get too large.  This group 
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provides a direct sense of accountability that hopefully offsets some amount of the unease 

and distrust felt by the neighbors.  Note: The Williamsburg Fields Partnership group should be 

available starting with the beginning of the construction plan review process, to help ensure 

that every aspect of the construction and installation process is up to par. 

Partnership Item 2: In support of the Partnership group noted above, a new type of a 

Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) should be created.  The type of MOA used for Greenbrier is 

seen as being somewhat toothless, and the Williamsburg neighbors view such an instrument as 

essentially worthless; the feeling is that the County could impose sudden changes (for instance, 

pushing curfew times later in the evening) without there being any recourse for the neighbors. 

This “new style” MOA should lay out conditions related to lighting construction and operations. 

The MOA is the keeper of mitigation measures and discussions.  The MOA should also explain 

how and when any changes to the MOA can be made, and what types of notice are required in 

each case.  The goal is not to cede complete control of the facility to the neighborhood; that’s 

not workable from many angles.  Rather, the intent is to provide a framework that puts the 

neighbors more at ease by creating a trustworthy framework for operating the facility.  Does 

this sort of MOA exist in Arlington?  We don’t know, but we are keen to make it happen.    

Health Effect of LED Lights – No Consensus 

As with many new technologies, people may deploy the technologies when they first show 

promise, only to find out later that everything is not as rosy as it first appeared.  There are 

working group members who feel that this is very much the case with LED field lighting.  LED 

field lighting is a fairly new technology, one that has seen increased use around the country 

only within the past 10 to 15 years, so we are in the early days of developing experience with 

the technology.  Arlington County has no direct experience with this form of field lighting, and it 

has certainly seen some concerns raised about LED street lights in recent years. 

A significant difference between street lights and field lights is the fact that the field lighting 

solution proposed for Williamsburg employs shields.  LED streetlights are unshielded, meaning 

that the light is less controlled and impacts humans directly.  In short, unshielded LED lights are 

seen as more harmful, and their light is less controllable as well. 

Instead, the LED light fixtures proposed for the fields at Williamsburg are shielded light fixtures. 

The main reason for using shielding in these fixtures is to provide a higher degree of aiming and 

control of where the light goes and does not go.  Luckily, a byproduct of having shielding is an 

increased level of safety for those using the spaces lit by these fixtures. 

Still, there are some in the medical community who have expressed real concerns about the 

health effects associated with LED field lights.  Some on the working group have focused 

extensively on some recent studies that suggest that LED field lights are unsafe.  The focus of 

the safety concerns encompasses both field users and nearby neighbors.  In order to educate 
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ourselves, we sought outside opinions.  Unfortunately, consensus was not seen, as there 

appears to still be too much grey area.  There are studies expressing concerns about LED 

lighting and there are studies claiming that no conclusive evidence yet exists to support 

concerns about LED lighting.  Which view is right?  Is it too early to know conclusively?   

The working group reviewed several studies, and the group also sought an opinion from the 

County’s Public Health Director, Dr. Rueben Varghese.  The assumption is that the County’s 

chief medical officer would not wish to risk County citizens’ health if clear dangers were 

recognized. 

The studies split in their opinions, and Dr. Varghese surmised that, as described, and with 

appropriate mitigation measures in place, the lighting solution should not present an adverse 

public health risk. 

Despite health concerns raised by neighbors, the actual detrimental effects have not 

been proven for the type of installation being proposed. To the extent there are 

some health risks, they can be minimized because of assurances by the vendor that 

there will be no light spill or glare. - Arlington County Public Health Division 

Other salient points arose from various studies, including: 

• “Natural eye defense mechanisms” will protect the retina from overexposure to

blue light from 5700K LED lights

• Health effects from glare are unlikely with proper lighting design

• Players and coaches may experience sleep delay, but it is expected to be short-

lived because exposure is not that frequent

• Nighttime play creates more opportunity for healthful exercise for the youth and

adults who will play at night

• No studies have explicitly evaluated the health effects of outdoor sports field lighting

• Studies that suggest potential negative effects on melatonin or sleep levels focused

on longer term exposure in indoor lighting situations

• A much-discussed recent American Medical Association (AMA) study concerns street

lighting, not field lighting. That report recommends color temperatures of no more

than 3000K for street lighting installations, and/or additional protective shielding is

recommended for theses settings.

• The AMA study does not specifically address the length of exposure time that would

be considered worrisome

Clearly, all involved want to ensure the safety of field users and field neighbors. At this time, 

there is not agreed-upon and conclusive evidence confirming that LED field lights are 

harmful. Of course, as with any new technology or experience that is new to Arlington 

County, this topic should continue to be monitored as the knowledgebase evolves. 
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Based on what is Known at this Time, We Should Move Forward 
with Exploring Lighting the Fields at Williamsburg 

Despite some of the divisions evident in the working group, there are several areas where the 

Open to Lights group believes all working group members are in agreement: 

 The fields at Williamsburg should not be lit seven days a week until 11pm each evening.

That makes no sense given the proximity of the fields to residences.  There are other

locations in the County better suited for such hours.

 The County’s resident base continues to grow, yet the field inventory does not.  This

creates a field availability crisis that all agree needs attention.

 County youth (and adults) deserve quality play spaces in sufficient numbers to serve the

local population

 The neighborhood has already been through a lot of change and unhappiness during

recent school projects.  Patience is overworked and trust is rare.

 Sports participants are neighbors, too.  It is fair to ask user groups to conduct

themselves in ways that minimize impacts on the local communities.

 If LED lights are selected for installation at Williamsburg (or any other facility in

Arlington), the technology should continue to be reviewed with respect to evaluating

health concerns.  It seems logical that Arlington County should strive to ensure that

citizens won’t be adversely affected by any technologies implemented by the County,

and that if a given technology is worthy of review, the County should develop a vigorous

review process in order to evaluate the efficacy and safety of the technology.

 Should lights be approved, all desire a lights installation process that does not harm the

playing fields, the geothermal systems, and the surrounding vegetation (and indeed the

surrounding neighborhood) as much as possible.  A complete and thorough construction

plan should be made available prior to commencing the installation process.

 It is expected that various mitigation measures can have a positive impact in reducing

the intrusiveness of lights and noise and other factors related to nighttime activity on

the fields.  Whether those measures can yield sufficient relief to make the situation

livable for the neighbors is the open question.
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With those factors understood, this decision requires balancing various needs and factors, 

including:  

 The need for more recreational field space and time across Arlington

 A specific interest in developing north Arlington facilities as expressed by north

Arlington residents

 A net decrease in traffic in Arlington by providing facilities closer to users’ homes

 A general desire to leverage the County’s investment in synthetic turf by lighting the

fields and getting more hours of use

 The neighbors’ need for appropriate levels of peace and quiet and protection from

potential adverse health effects

 Respect for changes already imposed on the neighbors by other recent projects

 Concerns about possible health issues (complicated by the relative newness of LED

technology)

 Recognition of the neighbors’ distrust of Arlington County as a severely limiting factor

At the end of the day, this process pits the rights of a number of residents who live close to the 

fields versus the public demand for recreational facilities, particularly in north Arlington.  Can 

both co-exist reasonably comfortably?  That’s what we wish to explore further. 
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Section III: Opposed to Lighting 

Introduction 

The signatories to this report constitute a large majority of the Williamsburg Field Site 

Evaluation Work Group (WFWG) membership and include representatives of neighboring 

civic associations, as well as abutting and across-the-street neighbors who are most directly 

affected. 

We would like to express our appreciation to the County Board, especially liaisons Libby 

Garvey (Summer 2015 – March 2016) and Christian Dorsey (March 2015 – present), and 

WFWG Chair Erik Gutshall for their diligence, patience and hard work over the past year-and-

a-half as the Work Group labored to understand the complex technical issues raised during 

our discussions and develop the data required to make an informed recommendation. We 

also appreciate the efforts of the County staff who attended meetings and generated data in 

response to WFWG requests. 

During meetings held in December 2016, more than one County Board member expressed 

interest in receiving ideas concerning a framework with consistent criteria to guide decision- 

making on which locations are suitable and which are not suitable for field lights.  Obviously, 

not every parcel of publicly owned land in Arlington is suitable for field lights.  Approaching 

these decisions one by one, in the absence a framework, with agreed upon criteria to 

examine their suitability, is inconsistent with sound use land use planning principles and 

reasoned policy- making. We have given considerable thought to this question and provide, 

at the conclusion of our report, what we believe to be the most appropriate criteria to guide 

future field-lights siting decisions. 

To place the decision over lighting the Discovery Elementary and Williamsburg Middle 

School (DES/WMS) fields in context, it is important to note that the County’s General Land 

Use Plan seeks to preserve and enhance residential neighborhoods and protect 

environmentally important natural areas. Some advocates of field lights question whether 

these goals are still important, given Arlington’s location in the midst of a rapidly urbanizing 

metropolitan area. Thus, it is important to ask whether the County’s residential 

neighborhoods possess qualities still worth safeguarding, or whether they should be 

sacrificed to achieve a minimal increase in recreational amenities. 

Decision-makers must also consider the human health risks, light pollution and environmental 

impacts of installing the most intense blue-white lights on any fields in the County on poles the 

height of an eight-story building, more than twice as high as the tallest surrounding dwellings, 

with neighboring homes (to use a baseball analogy) closer to the fields than the distance 
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between the pitcher and the batter at home plate. We believe field lighting cannot be 

achieved 

– using the text in the Work Group “Charge” – in a manner sufficient to “preserve the

character of the neighborhood and provide a reasonable quality of life to nearest neighbors.” 

The report below speaks to these issues. 

Character of the Neighborhood:  Quiet, Residential, Dark at Night, 
With Homes Unusually Close to Fields  

All Arlington neighborhoods are unique and vary significantly in their density, 

commercial/residential mix, housing type and zoning, among other characteristics. Residents 

of the neighborhood surrounding the school property do not claim that they merit special 

treatment compared with other neighborhoods in the County. But the entire purpose of land 

use planning is to establish and reinforce permitted uses that best reflect community 

character and prohibit those that interfere unduly with neighbors’ expectation of quiet 

enjoyment. 

The proposal at issue here would introduce intense sports-stadium lighting into a 

neighborhood that has never hosted nighttime athletic events. It would expose neighbors to 

levels of evening disruption that were never anticipated when they purchased their homes 

and undermine Arlington’s long-standing goal – emphasized repeatedly in its General Land 

Use Plan – to “retain the predominantly residential characteristic of the County.” As then-

County Board Chairman Chris Zimmerman explained in joining with other Members to reject 

a proposal to install field lights adjacent to residential neighborhoods elsewhere in Arlington: 

“Not every location in the County is equal. The whole point of zoning and land use 

planning is to provide for different intensities of use at different locations . . .. As a 

property owner, you should have some idea of what to expect. It’s inherent in our land 

use planning that the uses of our property is restricted. This gives us a reasonable 

expectation of what goes on next to us.” (Arlington County Board Hearing, March 5, 

2011). 

Any careful examination of the Discovery Elementary and Williamsburg Middle School 

(DES/WMS) site, which is dedicated to serving the needs of small children, reveals that it is 

a wholly inappropriate host for stadium lighting. The neighborhood surrounding the 

DES/WMS property lies within one of the least densely populated, most stringently zoned 

area within Arlington (R-10, R-20). The County’s Zoning Ordinance permits only single 

family homes; no multi-family, industrial, commercial or retail development is permitted. 

The setting is quite dark at night, as shown in the photo below of the DES/WMS fields 
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taken at 9:30 pm from the DES parking lot, and helps to promote a sense of privacy and 

tranquility

On clear nights, dark sky views are plainly visible above the athletic fields as well as 

neighboring properties. In its “Streetlight Policy and Planning Guide” Arlington committed to 

comply with “dark sky” standards to minimize light pollution and “reduce development 

impact on the nocturnal environment.” 

Important natural values are apparent not only at night. During the day, students, visitors 

and neighbors on three sides of the DES/WMS site enjoy a scenic vista like that shown 

below in a photograph taken in the summer of 2016 looking west from the relocatable 

classrooms near the baseball diamond. 
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The neighborhood is unusually quiet at night. Background nighttime noise readings taken by 

a near neighbor shortly after the WFWG began its work registered at 27 decibels (dB) – the 

same as crickets chirping. 

Abundant wildlife inhabits the area surrounding the two schools. Appendix A contains 

photographs taken in neighbors’ yards of dozens of local species.  Countless species that are 

not shown, including miniature brown bats and fireflies, animate the night sky above the 

soccer fields.  Light and darkness are natural cues they depend upon to survive. 

The sports fields at DES/WMS can be accessed only by travelling on narrow neighborhood 

streets. The area is not served by mass transit. Thus, the only realistic transportation option 

for residents from elsewhere in the County is to arrive at and depart from the fields by car. 

Most importantly, nearby homes are closer to the DES/WMS fields than in any other location 

in Arlington where fields have not previously been lighted (just 75 feet from the goal line of 

the larger field and less than 60 feet from proposed S3 light pole). This proximity to 

neighboring homes is a critical feature distinguishing the DES/WMS fields from other 

locations because light and noise dissipate in inverse proportion to the square of the total 

distance from the source. 

Thus, homes twice as far away from a source receive one-fourth the intensity, those three 

times as far away receive one-ninth and those four times as far away receive one-sixteen 

the intensity of light and noise. 

All of these neighborhood qualities – darkness, silence, the presence of wildlife marking the 

natural world – would be lost through the installation and operation of stadium lights on poles 

the height of an eight-story building. 
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Impacts Recently Absorbed by Neighborhood to Meet Community 
Needs  

Sports enthusiasts assert that the neighborhood has refused to acknowledge, or make any 

sacrifices to accommodate, the wishes of the larger Community. Yet, residents believe it 

would be difficult to find another neighborhood that has absorbed more change since 2013 

for the sake of the community than the one bordering WMS/DES. 

Construction of the new elementary school and the siting of 28 relocatable classrooms at the 

middle school have caused the total school population to double to over 2,000 students, 

teachers, staff and volunteers. During DES construction, rules to protect neighbors from 

unduly disruptive construction impacts (e.g., construction start and end times, restrictions on 

street parking, buffer zone maintenance, nuisance dust and storm water releases) were 

violated, sometimes modified and then violated again. 

The influx of traffic requires neighbors, residents of Harrison, Jefferson (3500 block) and 36th 

Street, to schedule trips into and out of the neighborhood to avoid the crush of two morning 

drop-off and two afternoon pick-up times. The intersection at Harrison Street and 

Williamsburg Boulevard is heavily congested, particularly in foul weather and when 

uncollected leaves and snow project out from the curbs into No. Harrison and surrounding 

streets. 

The replacement of grass with synthetic turf on the playing fields has greatly increased field 

activity, resulting in a corresponding increase in noise levels as sound, previously absorbed 

by grass, bounces off of new structures and synthetic surfaces. On Saturday mornings, 

players frequently gather on-site before 8 am, with continuous high daytime noise levels 

spiking above 60 decibels (dB) as many as a dozen times a minute. These daytime noise 

levels, which are disturbing during the day, would be intolerable at night, when the Arlington 

noise ordinance specifies 55dB for private property. 

The only quiet time in the neighborhood is now limited to the period after sundown. Field 

lights would represent an additional – highly deleterious – effect arising from construction 

and crowding on the school property. The neighbors cannot, in light of this history, be fairly 

characterized as unconcerned or uncompromising. Rather they are community-minded 

residents of an Arlington neighborhood that has absorbed major change to address the needs 

of children and young families in the County. They ask that the remaining remnant of 

neighborhood peace and quiet – their nighttime’s – be preserved. 
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Lighting Effects from Intense Blue-White LED Lights on 80’ High 
Poles  

The proposal from the County’s sole-source vendor, Musco Lighting, calls for six 80’ poles, 

which would be well above the 68’ maximum height limit mandated by Arlington’s Zoning 

Ordinance and more than double the height limit applicable to homes in the adjacent 

neighborhood. Such exceedingly tall structures would violate the purpose of S-3A zoning, 

which is “to encourage the retention of certain properties in a relatively natural state” and 

the goal of height limitations themselves – to preserve scenic vistas and promote harmony 

in construction and design of facilities and ancillary structures. 

Musco’s “best case” option also calls for the use of 5700 Kelvin (5700K) light-emitting-diode 

(LED) stadium lights, which emit more intense blue wavelength light than arrays at any other 

field in Arlington, including at Long Bridge Park. We note that LED street lights that typically 

produce light levels 1/20 – 1/30 of those generated by sports-field lights, have been installed 

in parts of Arlington. Because LED lights consist of tiny, very intense point sources, they have 

generated complaints about glare and eye irritation from residents of affected 

neighborhoods. As a result of these complaints and other issues, Arlington recently convened 

a Streetlight Management Plan Advisory Panel to examine LED lighting in greater detail and 

to ensure that lighting types and intensities are appropriate for different County settings. 

Although we are heartened by the County’s recognition that intense blue-wavelength 

LED lighting technology requires further careful study, we are concerned that highest 

intensity recreational LED sports lighting is being proposed by a County vendor in the 

face of considerable controversy, locally and nation-wide, about its propriety and safety. 

Indeed, a review of Musco’s proposal here reveals significant adverse lighting effects. 

Frustrated that many of their questions about lighting effects were not answered by either 

Musco or County staff, neighbors contracted with a highly regarded national and 

international lighting expert – Nancy Clanton – to review Musco’s submissions. Ms. Clanton 

is a former chair of the Board of Trustees of the Illuminating Engineering Society of North 

America (IESNA) and “Lifelong Member” of the International Dark Sky Association (IDA). She 

co-chaired the joint IDA/IESNA committee that developed the Model Lighting Ordinance. 

That Ordinance has been adopted by numerous jurisdictions to promote quality and 

sustainable lighting design. 

Ms. Clanton, whose full report is attached at Appendix B, concluded that the impacts of 

lighting the DES/WMS fields cannot – using the language of the County’s charge – “be 

mitigated sufficiently to protect the character of the neighborhood and provide a reasonable 

quality of life to the nearest neighbors.”  Most importantly, Ms. Clanton concluded that 

Musco’s best- case proposal – which would require a zoning amendment to accomplish a 
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change in the maximum permissible height of structures – would still expose nearby 

residents to high levels of glare that significantly exceed national and international standards. 

Levels predicted by Musco exceed 5,000 candela at the residential property line, more than 

twice the levels recommended for intrinsically dark residential neighborhoods by the IESNA 

and the Commission on Illumination (CIE). Even these high predicted levels of glare likely 

underestimate effects likely to be experienced by nearby neighbors because those 

projections do not account for: (1) reflected glare from moisture in the ambient air during 

Arlington’s humid summers; (2) glare reflected from the numerous school structures 

themselves; (3) the particular sensitivity of children with vision-related medical conditions; 

and, (4) the more severe effects of glare on the aging eye, as acknowledged in Arlington’s 

current Streetlight Policy and Planning Guide (2006). 

Perhaps even more significant, unlike other lighting vendors, Musco does not disclose 

photometric data to its clients and thus no independent evaluation of the company’s lighting 

calculations can be performed. For this reason, Ms. Clanton expressed her concern that 

Musco’s projections may underestimate levels of nighttime obtrusive light experienced by 

neighbors and cautioned that the fields should not be lighted absent “criteria compliance 

independently verified and calculated with photometric data provided by Musco.” 

The data Musco has provided, however, reveal that harmful direct-lighting effects will likely 

arise on the field, as well as in the surrounding neighborhood. As discussed more fully herein, 

Ms. Clanton highlighted the recent concerns raised by the American Medical Association 

(AMA) and other health and scientific bodies about human health effects potentially caused 

by the very intense levels of lighting from high Kelvin LED fixtures. 

The U.S. Soccer Foundation and its international counterpart have agreed upon standards for 

critical glare angles to protect player safety. However, none of Musco’s proposed pole 

locations comply with national and international safety standards to prevent harmful glare. 

All pole locations fail safety standards for side-to-side play, while locations of the S3 and S4 

poles fail standards for full field play. This means that players facing the goals from the 

corners when 

playing full field, and players facing half-field goals from the middle and sides of the 

playing area will be exposed to excessive glare. 

Musco has referred the WFWG to 18 other soccer and football fields where it has installed 

similar LED lights. Neighbors’ subsequent contacts with individuals at those sites revealed 

that nearly all of the locations involved field lights that are much farther away from 

residences or were installed as upgrades for older (more-polluting) lights or were 

constructed in valleys, well below the elevation of the closest homes. Indeed, the only such 

Musco LED site bearing any similarity to the DES/WMS fields is at Capital University in 

Bexley, Ohio. Work Group members were informed that neighbors of that field have 
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continually complained that glare shines through their upper-floor windows and is visible 

from blocks away. For example, a retired professor of pediatric nursing from Ohio State 

University now drives and walks out of her way to avoid the glare from the Bexley field and 

complains: “There is no way they (Musco) can say there is no eye aching glare from that 

field.” 

In sum, significant technical questions have been raised about the Musco proposal and 

those questions remain unresolved. What is clear, however, is that Musco’s data alone 

show that glare will be excessive – both on and off the fields. Musco’s unwillingness to 

release its underlying photometric data obviously does nothing to assuage lighting concerns 

and instead creates greater uncertainty about light levels and effects that neighbors, and 

their successors, will be expected to live with in perpetuity. 

Human Health Risks to youth and Adults on the Field and to 
Neighbors 

Musco asserts there will be no adverse health effects from 5700K LED lights on the DES/WMS 

fields. Yet, in June 2016, the AMA’s Council on Science and Public Health recommended that 

street lights be limited to no higher than 3000K (vs. the 5700K proposed at DES/WMS), 

warning that exposure to high-Kelvin LED lights is associated with reduced sleep time, 

nighttime awakenings, impaired daytime functioning and obesity. Studies showing reduced 

sleep time describe a delay such that exposure to blue-white LED light at 8 or 9 pm, could 

disrupt sleep at 11 or 12 pm. (See Appendix C). The AMA also warned of potentially serious 

impacts of glare especially among the elderly, individuals with cataracts and children with 

implants and vision- related medical conditions. 

Proponents of DES/WMS lights argue that the AMA recommendations on street lighting are 

not relevant to athletic field lights. In its response to the Work Group, Musco also has 

characterized these studies as “lots of hype being made about something that might exist.” In 

contrast to Musco’s dismissal, leading medical and lighting experts point out that light levels 

on athletic fields are typically 20 to 30 times greater than street light levels, which make the 

AMA recommendations entirely relevant here. They include lighting expert Nancy Clanton, 

who noted that the “AMA Council’s advice must be taken seriously” in deciding on field lights 

like those proposed at DES/WMS, a view supported by Jefferson Medical College Professor 

Dr. 

George Brainard, a leading authority on health effects of LED lights. 

Dr. Brainard and Dr. Mario Motta, both co-authors of the 2012 AMA report on health effects 

of lights at night and major contributors to the 2016 AMA report on LED lights, agree that 

5700K LED lights should not be used on neighborhood athletic fields. Dr. Brainard replied to an 

inquiry from the Work Group by stating, “My opinion is that a 5700 CCT is not appropriate.” 
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[5700 CCT= 5700K]. Dr. Motta said similarly, “You want 3000K or below, otherwise [you] have 

very harsh glarey lighting, hard on the eyes.” This warning is especially salient in light of the 

inability of Musco’s pole locations to comply with critical glare standards to protect player 

safety. 

Proponents of lights at WMS cite the report by the Arlington Public Health Department (PHD) 

which, in general, downplayed the health risks of LED lights (though it acknowledges the risk 

of some sleep impacts). But the PHD report is premised on its repeated explicit assumption 

that Musco’s design will effectively control light spill and glare.  However, Musco’s own 

predictions of glare exceed generally recognized standards and Musco’s claims regarding 

negligible light spill cannot be independently verified.  Based on reports from neighbors of 

the Ohio field where Musco’s high Kelvin lights have been installed, Musco’s representations 

denying adverse lighting impacts have been shown to be contrary to real world experience. 

Thus, there are reasons to give little weight to PHD’s conclusions. 

The weight of scientific evidence showing adverse health effects from the kind of high 

Kelvin LED lights proposed by Musco is more than suggestive, more than “hype,” using 

Musco’s characterization. National and international science bodies responsible for 

protecting public health have raised serious concerns about precisely the kinds of lighting 

proposed for the WMS/DES site. Their calls for caution should be taken seriously by the 

County. 

Environmental Impacts from Installing and Operating Intense Blue-
White LED Lights 

The Musco proposal will, the evidence suggests, not only adversely affect public health and 

neighborhood quality of life but the natural environment as well. We were surprised and 

disturbed that the original draft Environmental Assessment/Environmental Checklist prepared 

either by the County or Musco Lighting claimed that (1) no trees, ground cover, or vegetation 

would be disturbed, (2) there will be minimal disturbance of the ground surface to install pre- 

cast concrete for the light poles, and (3) there will be minimal effect on night flying insects and 

the bats and bird’s dependent on them. 

Those claims show no real understanding or appreciation of the setting. Neighbors have 

provided compelling photographic evidence of the abundance and variety of local fauna as 

well as the natural harmony that exists between the green space at the schools and the 

wooded area that surround them. These are viewed by the neighborhood as irreplaceable 

assets. 

Scientific bodies have warned with increasing urgency of environmental threats presented 

by high Kelvin LED lights. 
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The June 2016 AMA summary of the human health and environmental dangers of LED lights 

warned that “60% of animals are nocturnal and are potentially adversely affected by exposure 

to nighttime electrical lighting . . .. Many insects need a dark environment to procreate. . .. 

Other environmentally beneficial insects are attracted to blue-rich lighting, circling under them 

until they are exhausted and die.” Both the AMA and the IDA have noted that the alteration of 

ambient light in the nighttime causes otherwise suitable habitats to be avoided or underused, 

thus placing entire eco-systems at risk. 

Musco’s proposal also presents a direct and immediate threat to the vegetative buffer 

between the fields and neighboring homes and to the scenic vista enjoyed by community 

members who live north and south of the fields and those who attend, work at and visit the 

elementary and middle schools. In particular, neighbors expressed concern that the 

installation of pole S3 along the western edge of the sports field might damage existing 

mature trees. For that reason, they enlisted Michael Galvin, Director of SaveATree Consulting, 

and President of the American Society of Consulting Arborists, to review Musco’s plans and 

visit the site. Galvin concluded that at a minimum of one to two mature trees and 55 linear 

feet of tree canopy must be removed for construction, operation and maintenance of light 

pole S3, resulting in impacts on the wooded buffer between the fields and nearby homes, 

reducing screening effects of the buffer. (A copy of Mr. Galvin’s report is provided at 

Appendix D.) 

On January 4, the WFWG received a cursory eight-sentence letter from R.E. Lee 

Electric Company, a subcontractor identified by Musco to install the six poles and 

lighting arrays, outlining its general plans. 

That letter, however, does not address concerns of Work Group members that installation 

and operation of the 80’ poles and large lighting arrays would damage: (1) the adjacent 

baseball field and the associated fence and fixtures; (2) the western tree canopy and root 

systems; and 

(3) the infrastructure for the adjacent WMS relocatables on the eastern and northern sides 

of the fields. (A link to a video clip showing the size of the equipment necessary and the 

methods used for installing Musco lights like those proposed for the DES/WMS fields can be 

found at Appendix E.) 

In short, the lighting proposal as currently designed will have significant adverse 

environmental impacts, the full magnitude of which are not yet known and which may not 

become fully apparent until many years after lighting is installed. 

Traffic – A Large Increase, Disruptive to Families, Especially 
Children in Need of Sleep 
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In addition to direct lighting effects, the proposal to light the DES/WMS fields has 

implications for local traffic patterns. The neighborhood is served solely by small 

neighborhood streets, already taxed by the additional daytime demands arising from the 

new elementary and larger middle school. Nighttime athletic activities and events on 

lighted fields would introduce much greater vehicle numbers onto formerly dark, quiet 

streets. 

Department of Environmental Services’ Transportation Division (ATD) traffic engineers 

estimate additional traffic due to lighting the fields at 125 – 150 vehicle trips per night. Since 

each vehicle that comes and goes represents two vehicle trips, ATD projects only 62 to 75 cars 

per night, for the two fields together. It is impossible, however, to reconcile ATD’s traffic 

projections with ASA’s estimates of playing hours gained from field lighting. ASA projects that 

lighting the fields would increase the County’s field capacity by up to 106,400 playing hours 

per year. Such an increase would require an average of 292 sports users on the fields per 

night, 365 nights of the year. Even if one-third of these participants and spectators carpool, 

more than 400 one-way trips would occur every night. The hundreds of additional vehicle trips 

nightly represent a huge increase from the few dozen trips nightly trips experienced today. 

Moreover, the estimated increase in nighttime vehicle trips likely represents unrealistically low 

projections for spring and fall seasons when demand for field space is greatest. If winter trips 

are eliminated, then the number of vehicle trips rises toward 600 each evening during the 

remaining months. 

ASA has also provided an alternative projection of a gain of roughly half as many playing hours. 

However, even that lower projection would generate many hundreds of additional vehicle trips 

in spring and fall and does not take into account use of the fields following youth soccer games 

and practices by adult soccer, lacrosse and ultimate Frisbee teams. 

ATD’s apparent goal in generating the above traffic estimates was to reassure WFWG 

members that traffic jams would not occur as a result of lighting the fields. However, 

neighbors’ concerns have never been about bottlenecks. Instead, their concerns center on 

the noise and light pollution associated with cars streaming up and down previously deserted 

two-lane roadways in front of their homes, defeating the efforts of residents to get the rest 

they need and, especially, to get their children to sleep. 

Disturbing and Harmful Noise Levels 

Noise is of particular concern to the neighbors because of the unusual proximity of the 

homes to the fields and the presence in the neighborhood of children and others with 

medical conditions that require them to get lots of sleep. 

Arlington recently amended its noise ordinance, acknowledging that “exposure to noise has 

deleterious effects on humans, animals and property” and can lead to “inability to sleep, 
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increased irritability, and stress” among other adverse health consequences. In its new 

ordinance, the County recognized, as does nearly every jurisdiction, that humans are far 

more sensitive to nighttime noise than to daytime noise. Accordingly, it established a 

nighttime maximum noise level of 55dB – much lower than the daytime level.   At the same 

time, however, the County granted an exemption for athletic activities approved or 

authorized by DPR. Thus, noise levels that would be enforceable violations if coming from a 

party at the home of a neighbor 25 yards from another neighbor are not enforceable when 

they come from the field 25 yards from a neighbor’s property. 

Neighbors routinely measure daytime noise levels from the athletic fields of more than 60dB, 

with intermittent noise levels over 70dB. The decibel scale is logarithmic, thus noise readings 

of 

60dB and 70dB have ten to one hundred times the audio power of readings of 50dB. To put 

these readings in context, 60dB represent more than 1,000 times the audio power and 

70dB represent over 10,000 times the audio power of current background noise levels of 

27dB. Neighbors have no reason to believe that athletic field noise levels would be any 

lower during the nighttime and, given the exuberance that typically accompanies nighttime 

events, levels could be expected to be greater. In fact, DPR’s insistence on a blanket 

exemption from otherwise applicable noise limits reflects its recognition that athletic 

events cannot be conducted in compliance with the ordinance. 

Like the direct effects of lighting, noise too has been found to disturb sleeping patterns. A 

recent report by the Parliamentary Assembly, Council on Europe on “Noise and Light 

Pollution” found that “high sound volumes, for all people, are always synonymous with 

nervous fatigue and sleep disorders (when noise occurs during the night).” The Assembly 

also found that “noise hampers communication, memorization and work” and that 

“difficulties and backwardness at school are very evident among children living in noisy 

environments.” One researcher at the University of Virginia concluded that “sleep disorders 

can impair children’s IQs as much as lead exposure.” 

Based on their current experience with daytime noise levels, neighbors are deeply concerned 

about the extension of that noise into the night, when – given the unusual proximity of 

homes to the fields – its intrusive effects will be felt more deeply. Again, imagine how close 

the pitcher and batter are to one another during a baseball game. Because athletic events are 

by their nature very noisy, neighbors and others urge the County Board to restrict those 

events to the daytime and not expose local residents to even more athletic-field noise, 

together with disturbing noise coming from hundreds of automobiles entering and exiting 

parking areas such as car-lock indicators, doors slamming, engines starting, horns honking 

and car alarms blaring. 
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Field Capacity:  Alternatives Could Generate More Capacity without 
Harming Residential Neighborhoods  

While Arlington may benefit from additional rectangular field capacity, this benefit is driven 

by the rising number of very young children as well as rapid growth in the number and size 

of highly competitive youth travel teams. The 17 most heavily utilized rectangular fields in 

the County are natural-grass fields primarily located at elementary schools and small 

community parks. The needs of young children can best be met by installing organic 

synthetic turf where possible on these fields, not by introducing lights into historically dark 

residential neighborhoods. 

Demand for fields is also spurred by the recent rapid growth in the number of elite youth 

travel teams organized by ASA. When scheduling fields reserved through DPR, ASA grants 

first priority to travel teams. The ASA photograph of children crowded onto two fields at 

Long Bridge Park, for example, appears to show participants in travel team skills training 

sessions. Two things are worth noting about this photograph. First, the number of children – 

slightly over 100 per field – is almost exactly the number of children ASA estimates would be 

using each of the DES/WMS 

fields in order to reach its projection of 106,400 playing hours gained. Thus, what is 

portrayed as overcrowding at Long Bridge is touted as beneficial playing hours gained at 

DES/WMS. Second, travel teams exist because parents wish to give their children the 

opportunity to compete in elite regional, state-wide and national tournaments, 

demonstrating the means and willingness to travel significant distances to achieve this goal. 

Although one-quarter of ASA’s members are estimated to live within 1.5 miles of the 

DES/WMS fields, no one has yet answered the question of what share of these children live 

outside the County. Moreover, with Yorktown High School just .9 miles away, Washington-Lee 

High School only 3 miles away, Quincy Park 3.2 miles away and Kenmore Middle School just 

3.7 miles away from DES/WMS, many Arlington resident players within ASA’s 1.5-mile radius 

live closer to or nearly as close to one or more of the existing lighted venues as they do to the 

unlighted Williamsburg fields. 

We also note that adult rectangular field use has declined every year since 2013 and is now 

below 2012 levels. DPR data show lighted sports fields are almost half empty after 9pm – 

time periods that, as a practical matter, are primarily dedicated to adult use. Moreover, a 

statistically valid survey conducted by The ETC Institute shows that almost two-thirds of 

Arlington’s adult rectangular-field users do not want to play on rectangular fields after 9pm. 

This same unbiased survey shows that by 2:1 and 3:1 margins Arlington households are 

voicing greater need for natural areas, wildlife habitat and hiking trails compared with 

rectangular sports fields. 
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There are opportunities to meet the growing needs of children and youth who reside in 

the County by expanding field capacity without violating sound land use practices or 

imposing undue burdens on close neighbors. They include: (1) constructing new lighted 

fields in neighborhoods that want them (e.g., at Long Bridge, where a coalition of Crystal 

City and Columbia Pike neighbors are advocating a new lighted field); (2) installing non-

toxic synthetic turf and less-polluting field lights than those now in place at Kenmore 

Middle School; (3) installing organic synthetic turf on three additional lighted grass fields; 

and (4) converting Arlington’s most heavily used existing unlighted grass fields to safe 

synthetic turf, so long as installation of turf is not automatically coupled with field lights. 

Together these options would add many thousands of hours to Arlington’s current 

rectangular field capacity.  More than 1,000 hours per field would be gained (including gains 

to APS students as well as sports user groups) by converting the County’s 10 most heavily 

utilized grass fields at public schools to synthetic turf (no lights), for a combined capacity 

increase of over 10,000 hours. An additional 2,000 -4,000 hours could be gained by 

converting Arlington’s four lighted grass fields to synthetic turf. Depending on curfews and 

other limitations – as many as 1500 to 2000 hours per field could be gained by adding 

synthetic turf and lights to existing grass fields or to entirely new fields (e.g., Long Bridge) in 

neighborhoods that want them and/or meet the criteria outlined in Section XI below.  These 

essentially non-controversial steps would yield a minimum of 14,000 – 16,000 hours of 

additional capacity, representing nearly a 50% increase in the County’s total rectangular field 

capacity compared with the status quo. 

Neighbors have requested but not been given access to ASA’s list of 10 fields (including those 

at DES/WMS) identified by ASA as candidates for future field lighting. Neighbors also 

requested but have not been given access to a similar list that they understand to have been 

developed by DPR in connection with the POPS process. The WFWG also has not received lists 

of fields designated for installation of synthetic turf by APS, those slated for new synthetic 

turf in connection with the Capital Improvement Plan and any other candidates for turf only 

that have surfaced as part of the POPS planning effort. 

The efforts of the Work Group would be informed by these lists. It is clear that lighting the 

DES/WMS fields is only one of many options that are now under consideration to ensure 

that County residents, especially children and youth, have increased access to rectangular 

sports fields. This in turn raises an obvious question: why not add as much capacity as 

possible in ways that do not harm residential neighborhoods instead of opting for lighting a 

site where only a minimal gain is possible, while sparking significant controversy and harm 

to neighborhood character and quality of life. 

Mitigation – Some Impacts Are Impossible to Mitigate; Other 
Mitigation Options Are Impractical, Temporary or Unenforceable 
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Despite advocates’ representations that neighbors have refused to discuss mitigation, the 

WFWG has in fact spent countless hours discussing ways to mitigate the adverse effects on 

the neighborhood of lighting the DES/WMS sports fields. Given the paucity of technical 

information provided by the County’s contractor, neighbors were compelled to devote 

substantial resources to understand likely impacts and potential lighting schemes that might 

reduce those impacts before addressing scheduling and other measures sports enthusiasts 

consider to be “mitigation.” 

Our principal difficulty is that the DES/WMS site was not originally planned for lighted fields. 

As Fairfax County recently acknowledged in its report on Athletic Field Lighting, effective 

mitigation is unlikely to succeed when retrofitting to place lights on fields that were not 

originally designed for them. In such cases, the only decision left to the governing jurisdiction 

is whether to light or not to light despite the inability to mitigate. In recognition of this reality 

and the proximity of nearby homes, Fairfax County recently decided not to light the newly 

installed synthetic turf at Linway Terrace in McLean, about a mile from the Williamsburg site, 

despite its policy linking installation of lights with synthetic turf fields. 

Everything we’ve learned and know about the DES/WMS site underscores the conclusion 

reached by neighboring Fairfax County. With respect to light pollution, Musco’s best-case 

design (a design incorporating best-available technology and requiring a zoning waiver to 

install very tall poles) nevertheless results in serious glare and potentially significant health 

effects. 

High noise levels are inevitable in the evening, given the nature of adrenalin-producing 

competitive sports. The location of two fields side-by-side contributes to an escalation in 

sound levels on each of the fields, since players, coaches and spectators must shout to 

overcome noise levels on the adjacent field in order to be heard. Traffic and related 

neighborhood disturbance and pedestrian-safety problems will also increase. In combination, 

the inescapable effect of installing field lights will be to permanently alter the quiet, dark, 

and natural character of the neighborhood and diminish neighbors’ quality of life. Despite 

the sincere, community- minded intentions of their proponents, suggested mitigation 

measures fail to mask the direct effects of lighting, much less reduce them. These proposals 

and their likely impacts are discussed below: 

Environmental Options 

- Proposal: Plant denser tree, hedge and ground cover in the western wooded area. 

Response: A nationally prominent consulting arborist has studied the site and 

determined that a minimum of 1-2 mature trees and 55 linear feet of existing canopy 

would need to be removed to make way for Musco’s S3 pole. More recent 

information made available via video coverage of installing identical Musco lights at 
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Art Crate Field in Washington State and Musco’s LED installation manual leads to the 

conclusion that the damage to the existing wooded area will actually be much worse. 

More than a hundred young trees were planted last year along the edge of the 

wooded area closest to the fields. A great many of these are now dead or dying, in 

part because of the failure to honor promises made in connection with the DES Use 

Permit to remove bamboo and other invasive species. New groundcover cannot root 

until acres of bamboo, poison and English ivy and other vines now threatening the 

wooded area are permanently removed. The problem is not a lack of good faith; it is a 

lack of budget throughout the APS system to care for trees and remove harmful 

vegetation on school property. 

Saplings that survive the impacts of construction and invasive species will not 

reach heights required to provide meaningful screening for 10-20 years. 

- Proposal: Consider walls, sound barrier panels, higher fences or earthen berms. 

Response: Musco’s proposed poles will be the height of an 8 story building. Light will 

be hitting neighboring properties on all sides of the school from multiple poles and 

lighting arrays containing as many as 21 large luminaires per pole. No one wants to 

live behind barrier walls high enough to protect second-story windows from 80’ tall 

sources of glare, backlight and glow nor, given the topography, is it possible to erect 

berms to block light and sound from the fields without transforming the look and feel 

of the school property from a scenic asset into a walled-off prison or open pit mine. 

- Proposal: Develop a grant program to purchase blinds, shades, and white noise 

machines. Response: Living spaces in neighboring homes are oriented towards the 

fields. Neighbors’ quality of life would be drastically altered if the entire length of 

their homes were walled off by black-out curtains. Similarly, white-noise machines 

create more noise than the sound they are used to block. Engaging in normal 

conversation, appreciating music, movies, TV or falling asleep become difficult to 

impossible. The cure is as bad as or worse than the disease. 

Lighting Specific Options 

- Proposals: A variety of options are suggested from changing light settings, lowering 

the intensity or CCT of the light source or reverting to a previously discarded High 

Intensity Discharge (HID) lighting option rejected by Musco because it cause too 

much light pollution. 

- Response: WFWG members and outside lighting engineers have spent 18 months 

obtaining and analyzing Musco’s “best case” lighting proposal. Lighting proponents, 
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opponents, and DPR staff do not possess the expertise to design or evaluate a brand 

new lighting option and the WFWG does not have the budget or time to thoroughly 

analyze it. Nor do neighbors wish to pursue a lighting option Musco has determined 

to be inferior to the one it proposed. 

Scheduling and Procedural Options 

 Proposals: Nearly a dozen different types of restrictions on use of the fields have 

been suggested by lighting proponents. 

Response: Lighting proponents, including the Sports Commission, have recommended 

such measures as memoranda of agreements (MOAs) and committees (e.g., Friends of 

Williamsburg Field [FWF]) to govern and police field lighting construction, operations 

and schedules. Such approaches, however, fail to address the fundamental issue — 

that lighting alone, as shown herein, will itself severely and irrevocably impair 

neighborhood quality of life. Procedural requirements and safeguards do nothing to 

address glare or light spill, during hours when the fields are lit, nor to preserve 

neighbors’ existing peaceful enjoyment of their homes, nor to prevent a significant 

increase in noise and traffic that are inevitable and expected consequences of field 

lighting. Nor do the advocates of these ideas, sports user groups, current County staff 

and elected officials -- have the power to ensure that any such limitations would 

endure beyond their current terms in office. Such restrictions would not be legally 

binding and, in a number of cases, the advocates themselves are unsure of whether a 

given suggestion would lessen or increase adverse neighborhood impacts. 

Proponents assume that the proposed field lights represent a public good; the 

fundamental question they appear to be focused on is how much of this good must 

be sacrificed to persuade neighbors to accept what the objective analysis reveals to 

be a poor public policy choice. Limitations on hours of play cannot restore damage to 

the environmental integrity of the western wooded area caused by installation and 

operation of the lights. The ability of parents to get young children to sleep on time 

three nights a week cannot make up for the four nights when sleep is disrupted. And 

scheduling children to play at night under intense blue-wavelength light levels the 

AMA’s top experts believe could put them at risk is a bad gamble. Lastly, there is 

evidence, in the form of the ETC Institute’s recent survey that Arlington households 

generally feel much more acutely the need for more opportunities to connect with 

nature than to augment opportunities to play on rectangular sports fields. 

Framework and Criteria to Guide Policy on Athletic Field Lighting 
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Recent discussions have revealed that one of the most vexing problems for WFWG 

representatives, Advisory Commission members, and decision-makers in County government 

is the lack of an agreed-upon framework with consistent criteria to decide which locations are 

and which are not suitable for installation of field lights. It has become clear to everyone 

involved in the process that decision-makers and community members and leaders from 

locations across the County are distressed by the prospect of treating each decision de novo 

with no common frame of reference or standards to guide them. 

In recognition of this need, and drawing upon what we’ve learned from our experience 

serving on the WFWG, we recommend the following neutral criteria for your consideration: 

1. Lighting should be part of the original master planning for the field. It can be very

difficult to retrofit lights to existing fields in a manner that does not significantly

impair the neighborhood quality of life, as the WFWG has learned.

Many of Arlington’s sports fields (Yorktown, Washington-Lee, and Wakefield High

Schools) have been lighted since the 1950s and sports field lighting was planned from

the outset. Lighting authorities have cautioned that, because field lights can be highly

intrusive — particularly on the settled expectations of abutting neighbors — lighting

should be planned with field construction to ensure that the fields are of adequate

size, orientation and overall design to accommodate lights without undue adverse

effects on neighbors. The Illuminating Engineering Society of North America, in its

Recommended Practice for Sports and Recreational Area Lighting (IESNA RP-6-15),

cautions that “lighting systems should be designed in conjunction with the facility.”

Similarly, in its “White Paper on Athletic Field Lighting,” Fairfax County recently warned

that, “while field orientation during the initial master planning stage may make it

possible to minimize glare problems, this is unusual when retrofitting lights to existing

fields.”

2. Lighted grass fields should be upgraded to lighted turf fields. Consistent with

recommendation number (1.) above, where lights were planned as part of field

construction, existing lighted grass fields typically can be upgraded to synthetic turf

without undue effects on surrounding properties. Such upgrading can greatly

enhance the number of hours of use. Attached at Appendix F is a memorandum

prepared by then-Assistant County Manager Gabriela Acurio to County Board

member Mary Hynes responding to questions raised by Ms. Hynes about County

sports field use that had arisen during the County Board’s examination of a similar

proposal to light a local high school’s sports fields. Ms. Hynes asked the County to

summarize the increase in field playing hours arising from the County’s switch from

grass to synthetic turf at the County’s lighted grass fields.  Ms. Acurio responded as

follows:
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Facility Hours with Grass Hours with Synthetic Turf 

Gunston 500 2000 

VA Highlands 800 2300 
Wakefield 200 1800 
Greenbrier 300 1700 
Washington-Lee 600 1900 

As shown above, installation of synthetic turf in lieu of grass can increase playing hours at 

lighted grass fields by a factor of 3 to 9 times, without causing the kind of community 

contention and impairment of community quality of life occasioned by the installation 

— for the first time — of intense sports-field lighting into residential neighborhoods. 

Also, DPR currently hosts at least 4 lighted Bermuda grass fields — Gunston #3, 

Kenmore #2, Thomas Jefferson Upper Field, and Quincy #1 field. 

3. Importance of Immediate Physical Setting for Sports Lighting Proposals. The CIE in its

“Guide on the Limitation of the Effects of Obtrusive Light from Outdoor Lighting

Installations” (CIE 150), provided guidance on the factors that should be considered by

municipalities and other authorities when considering the siting of outdoor lighting

installations. The CIE is an entity responsible for promoting international cooperation

and exchange of information among member countries (including the United States)

relating to the science of lighting. It has developed standards, recommendations, and

guidance for outdoor lighting, among other applications.

The CIE cautions that the siting of outdoor lighting must consider “the potential effects of

the lighting on occupants of surrounding properties” including “changes to the amenity of

an area due to the intrusion of spill light into otherwise dark areas . . . and to the direct

view of bright luminaries.” The CIE has set forth the following factors as “significant

influences on lighting impact” to be considered by local authorities. (CIE Report at section

2.5). 

CIE factors include: 

a. The zoning of the area abutting the proposed development. According to the CIE,

“[t]here is a greater potential for complaints when the area is zoned for residential

development.” We note, in this regard, the considerable care shown by the County in

amending its zoning ordinance to allow the installation of tall structures such as light

poles at Long Bridge Park. The staff report to the proposal specifically stated that “the

proposed changes have been crafted to not adversely affect neighboring properties.”

The staff cautioned further that the proposed 100’ height limit “not be applied

generally to all ‘P-S’ zoned properties, as many are nearer to low density residential

areas.”  The light poles were appropriate at Long Bridge, according to the staff, because
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it is a large site, intensely developed, and bounded by major roads, ramps to highways, 

and railroad tracks. According to the staff, the site’s “Public” designation as part of the “P-S” 

district also indicated that athletic facilities of this proposed size and scope were appropriate.  

Staff Report to Proposed Zoning Amendment (Nov. 15, 2006). 

b. “The state of development of the area . . . i.e., whether the area is sparsely settled or

fully built-up.”

c. The topography of the area surrounding the lighting installation. According to the CIE,

“residential developments which are at a lower level than that of the lighting

installation should be particularly considered, where a direct view of the luminaries is

possible.” Thus, if nearby residences are below the level of the lights, the site should be

considered a poor location for lights.

d. Physical features at the site such as adjacent tall buildings, trees and spectator stands,

“which may be effective in restricting light spill beyond the boundaries of the

development.”

e. The presence or absence of other lighting in the immediate area and the type of

lighting involved. According to the CIE, “the effect of the proposed lighting will be

lessened where the surrounding area is reasonably well-lit, e.g., arterial road lighting

or lighting from adjacent commercial developments.”

4. Proximity of homes. Not surprisingly, the proximity of residences to outdoor lighting

installations also significantly affects how well or badly lighting can be tolerated by

neighbors. Distance from homes is an especially sensitive factor because light intensity

and noise intensity both dissipate inversely proportional to the square of the distance

from the source. Thus, if a home is twice as far from the source as another, it receives

one-fourth the intensity of light and noise; if it is three times as far, it receives one-ninth

the intensity of light and noise; if four times as far, it receives one-sixteenth the intensity

of light and noise."

5. Disturbance and Harm to the Environment. Field lights, especially high intensity LED lights

mounted on 80—90- foot tall poles, are large and very bulky structures and their

installation — particularly at fields not designed for lights — can cause harm to both the

natural environment and existing physical features. Arlington’s Urban Forestry Master

Plan, for example, recommends that County development efforts enhance and improve

the County’s threatened tree canopy. Arlington’s Public Spaces Master Plan urges that

development not disturb existing connections between residents and natural spaces or

the habitats in wildlife corridors. Sites at existing public schools and parks may also

contain important scenic values that are assets to the community-at-large.
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For these reasons, any consideration of field lights at a particular setting must consider 

the potential adverse environmental effects and disturbance to that setting arising from 

the construction, installation and operation of field lights. (An annotated version of the 

criteria applying each to the DES/WMS site is provided at Appendix G). 

Conclusion 

As described above, application of the neutral site-related factors recommended by the CIE 

show clearly that the DES/WMS site is an extremely poor candidate for sports field lighting. 

The effects of lighting on those living in the surrounding properties would be, by any 

measure, severe and disruptive. The introduction of very high light poles will itself harm the 

natural environment and visual harmony of the neighborhood. The extraordinarily bright 

luminaries will cause significant acute effects (glare) in both players and neighbors and may 

have serious and long-term adverse consequences for human health and the environment. 

Nighttime noise will compound these effects, particularly when added to the additional 

commotion and neighborhood disruption resulting from a surge in field-related traffic. 

For these reasons, we urge the County Board to reject the installation of lights on the 

Williamsburg fields and to adopt thoughtfully crafted criteria, consistent with best land use 

planning practices, to guide comparative analysis and decision-making on future locations 

proposed for sports field lights. 

Respectfully submitted 

by, Signatories 
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Appendix A – Photographs of Wildlife Taken in WMS 
Neighborhood 

Album Submitted to WFWG: https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-east-

1.amazonaws.com/wp- content/uploads/sites/17/2015/08/16.pdf

https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/17/2015/08/16.pdf
https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/17/2015/08/16.pdf
https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/17/2015/08/16.pdf
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Appendix B:  Clanton & Associates, Inc. WMS Field Lights 
Evaluation 

Concerned WMS Neighbors, Arlington, Virginia 

9/16/2016 

About Clanton and Associates 

Since 1981, Clanton & Associates has been designing visual environments, 

integrating daylight and electric light to enhance spaces, and designing light for 

indoor and outdoor environments with a strong commitment to environmental 

stewardship, minimizing energy use, sky glow and light trespass. 

Nancy E. Clanton (PE, FIES, IALD, LC, LEED Fellow) is founder and president of 

Clanton & Associates. She obtained her Bachelor of Science degree (Architectural 

Engineering, Illumination Emphasis) from the University of Colorado, Boulder. She is 

currently a member of the National Academy of Sciences committee for the 

"Assessment of Solid State Lighting”, was awarded the Illuminating Engineering 

Society of North America (I ESNA) Presidential Award in 1990 and 2006, the IESNA 

Distinguished Service Award in 2015, and the 2013 International Clean Design Award 

-   Helsinki. 

Ms. Clanton is a lifelong member and past member of the Board of Directors of the 

International Dark Sky Association (IDA), Past Chair of the Illuminating Engineering 

Society's Board of Fellows and has served in leadership roles in numerous other 

professional societies concerned with lighting design. She co-chaired the joint IDA-

IES committee that developed the Model Lighting Ordinance (MLO). She and her 

firm have worked extensively with communities nationwide to design quality and 

sustainable lighting systems. 
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Additional information about Ms. Clanton and her firm is attached at Appendix A. 

Scope of Work 

Nearby neighbors, whose property borders the Williamsburg Middle School 

soccer fields, asked Clanton & Associates to assess and comment on the light 

pollution, human health, environmental and energy-related impacts of the 

proposal to install lights on one or more of the soccer fields. 

Clanton & Associates was also asked to evaluate questions and concerns raised 

in a May 10, 2016, memorandum (Appendix B) prepared by Mr. John Seymour, 

who serves on Arlington's Environment and Energy Conservation Commission 

and the County Board-appointed Williamsburg Field Site Evaluation Work Group 

(WFWG) as well as Musco Lighting's response to Mr. Seymour's memorandum 

(Appendix C). 

Clanton & Associates conducted the following analysis using materials available on 

the Williamsburg Field Site Evaluation Work Group website and other public 

sources, as well as background information provided by concerned neighbors. 

Major Conclusions 

Following are our major conclusions: 

Installation of the proposed 5700K LED luminaires on 80’ poles, with a Class III   

designation is inappropriate for this neighborhood setting. It is our opinion that a 

decision to approve such lighting w o u l d : 

• Exceed IES RP-6-15 lighting recommendations for

recreational soccer fields (middle and elementary school setting with 

only a small seating space) 

• Visually impact the nearest neighbors as a result of viewing

the illuminated luminaires. Modeled glare (exceeds 2,500 cd on property 

line for Lighting Zone 1) per the International Commission 

on Illumination (CIE) 150 El zone, and will be amplified by reflected light 

from the fields, and illuminated haze on high humidity evenings 

• Increase human health and environmental risks based on

evidence compiled and evaluated by the American Medical Association's 

Council on Science and Public Health for LED street lighting. Lighting 
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levels on sports fields are typically 20 to 30 times higher than street 

lighting levels; thus the AMA Council's advice must be taken seriously 

when deciding to illuminate athletic fields close to residential homes. 

• Class III lighting levels will use more energy than Class IV. The

least amount of energy use would be no lighting. 

• Violate Arlington County's Zoning ordinance, limiting pole

heights to 68' above the average elevation of the school   cam pus. 

• Does not offer the opportunity to independently evaluate the

lighting calculations provided by Musco Lighting with independent 

calculations since photometric data in "ies" format is not provided. 

Our opinion is for the County to obtain the approval of a majority of the neighbors 

who will be most directly affected, as recommended in IES RP-33-  14 "Lighting for 

Exterior Environments". According to the concerned neighbors group, the 

overwhelming majority of neighbors who would be most directly affected by lights 

on the WMS soccer fields have signed a   petition strongly opposing field lights. This 

joint statement of opposition is not limited to 5700K lights on 80' poles -  it extends 

to any type of athletic field lighting regardless of color temperature, placement, 

number or height of the luminaires and poles.  (Appendix D) 

Background (Provided to Clanton & Associates by Concerned Neighbors 

Group): 

The neighborhood surrounding Williamsburg Middle School/Discovery 

Elementary School is unusually tranquil, even by the standards of a generally quiet 

and leafy North Arlington residential area.  The neighborhood is zoned R-10 and R-20, 

which allows only single family homes on a    minimum of 10,000 to 20,000 square 

foot lots.   The neighborhood contains no retail, commercial, or multi-family 

residential developments.  It is, by any measure, a quiet and peaceful residential 

neighborhood. 

The School property itself has historically hosted afternoon recreational 

soccer games, with elementary and middle school participants. The activity is 

wholly consistent with the residential nature of the setting, and has been 

conducted for decades without serious complaint or hindrance. 

Consistent with long-established standards for aesthetic harmony within 

Arlington, the Williamsburg campus (zoned S-3A) is subject to a 68-foot height 

limitation measured from the average elevation of the school property. Because 

the soccer fields sit on an elevated portion of the Williamsburg School property, 

the zoning limitation will place severe restraints on the height of any structure 
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there. Such restrictions are, in our view, particularly appropriate here because 

the light poles proposed by Musco will not only represent (if constructed) a 

major variance in Arlington's height limits, but add highly intrusive and glare-

producing light. Together - the high poles and the very bright LED lights -

likely will transform the 

overall ambience of the setting from dark, quiet and tranquil to bright, active, 

and quasi-urban. 

It should be emphasized that residences are located much closer to fields 

than is typically the case for lighted sports fields. At Williamsburg, the nearest 

property lines are located only 25-35 yards from the nearest goal lines. Absent a 

showing of extraordinary need, fields being designed and constructed today for 

nighttime athletic use would not be placed in such a setting. 

During the 2012-2103 public process required for consideration of a Use 

Permit for the design and construction of the Discovery Elementary School, 

neighbors were repeatedly assured that the soccer fields on the property would 

not be lighted. Rather, the fields were to be preserved as natural grass fields and 

no field lights would be installed. Only following the July 2013, completion of this 

public process did the County Manager's office propose to install synthetic turf 

with an expedited process to install   field lights. Following the vocal opposition 

of neighbors and the affected civic association, the County Board deferred its 

decision on field lights pending review by the Williamsburg Lights Working 

Group.   Consistently, and to date, the neighbors most directly affected have 

strongly opposed the lighting of the athletic fields as does the civic association 

that represents   them. 

This history is important because the effects of lights are felt through level 

of trust neighbors' have in the transparency and fairness of the decision process 

as well as the objective harm they experience. Here, it is proposed that athletic 

fields in an historically dark setting would be lighted for the first time in its 

history. The intrusion of multiple high poles radiating light levels 20-30 times 

higher than existing street lights, the flawed 2012- 2013 administrative process 

and the subsequent time-consuming multi-year effort required to preserve 
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neighbors' quality of life, would combine to magnify the negative effects of the 

lights. 

The Williamsburg Fields 

From a review of the materials provided to us, it is clear that the site is 

difficult to light to minimize light trespass and glare because of the short distance 

between the fields and the houses adjacent the fields. 

Below are assumptions used in our opinions: 

• The light trespass spill light recommendations applicable to

the soccer fields in this neighborhood are 1 lux (0.1 foot-candles) for 

Lighting Zone 1 per RP-33-14 typical for single family residential 

neighborhood. 

• The light trespass glare at the property line shall be no

greater than 2,500 candela for pre-curfew and O candela for post curfew 

hours per CIE 150 "Guide on the Limitation of the Effects of Obtrusive 

Light from Outdoor Lighting Installations" El zone (LZl - RP-33-14) 

• The lights under consideration - 5700 Kelvin sports 

lighting - produce a light spectrum that has been associated with a 

variety of human health and environmental concerns. 

• The fields should be classified as Class IV recreational fields

using standards of the IESNA, "Sports and Recreational Area Lighting" RP-

6-15. Such fields are those for competition or recreational play with no or 

limited provision for spectators and are generally lighted to provide a 

horizontal illuminance of 200 lux (20 foot-candles). 

It is our opinion that the fields should not be lighted without neighborhood 

consensus, and criteria compliance independently verified and calculated with 

photometric data supplied by Musco Lighting. 

1. Light trespass (illuminance) and glare (luminous intensity - candela and/or

luminance - candela/ m eter 2): Light trespass (illuminance) is a 
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measure of vertical and horizontal illuminance falling on points along the 

property line. As acknowledged recently by nearby Fairfax County, "when light 

crosses property lines it can detract from the property value and quality of life of 

those whose property it is improperly directed towards. It can be particularly 

objectionable problem when obtrusive recreational lighting is immediately 

adjacent to residential neighborhoods." Fairfax County, Athletic Field Lighting and 

Control of Obtrusive Light Pollution (July 2010). Glare, in contrast, is generally 

understood as excessive brightness occurring in the normal field of view in units 

of maximum candela (photometric data) or candela per meter 2 (luminance). 

Thus, the same light source can produce both glare and light spill, but the 

perception depends on whether the light enters the eye directly or reflects off of 

objects in the field of view. 

A significant feature of both light spill and glare is that they are both 

influenced heavily by ambient conditions. As Fairfax County noted, "glare 

experienced from high-intensity sources, like those used to light athletic fields, is 

the result of the source-to-background contrast ratio." Similarly, 

researchers have concluded that ambient conditions have a significant effect on 

how light trespass is perceived. The International Commission on Illumination, in 

its "Guide on the Limitation of the Effects of Obtrusive L ight  from Outdoor 

Lighting Installations" has cautioned that the "tolerable levels" of light spill and 

glare "will be influenced by the ambient lighting existing in that environment," 

which, in turn, is the product of "the degree and type of the development of the 

area and by the lighting in place." 

As we understand from the materials provided to us, the property affected 

by light is "historically dark residential," the fields have never been lighted in their 

decades of use, and ambient levels of light at the western residential property line 

are low as measured by neighbors. 

As with all of the data provided to us, we are not in a position to check the 

calculations because the vendor has not provided the photometric data. 

Nevertheless, Musco's modeled levels show that glare levels (candela) as currently 

projected are higher than recommended for sites such as the Williamsburg fields. 

The CIE has developed a widely accepted set of targets   for maximum intensity of 

luminaries (glare) in different “environmental lighting zones."  For lighting 

environments that are "intrinsically dark" (Lighting Zone E-1), the CIE Technical 

Report 150 has established a   maximum glare measure of 2500 candela at property 

lines. The Illuminating Engineering Society of North American (IESNA), in its 
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recommended practice guide "Lighting for Exterior Environments" has endorsed the 

CIE model. It noted that Zone El is appropriate for “areas with intrinsically dark 

landscapes", including "residential areas where inhabitants have expressed a strong 

desire that all light trespass be strictly limited." According to IES RP- 33-14.   That 

description aptly describes the Williamsburg   site. 

Significantly, the levels of glare (worst-case aimed fixture) modeled by 

Musco under its best-case scenario (80' poles) greatly exceed the maximum 2,500 

candela threshold. Music's data for 80’ poles provided on April 14, 2016 show a 

maximum of 6,460 candela at the property line - more than twice the 

recommended maximum. There is an additional value of 20,677 candela close to a 

property line adjacent to Pole S3. The glare values along this property line have not 

been provided. It is our opinion that the 2,500 candela threshold is necessary here, 

in light of the historical darkness of the setting, the close proximity of residences, 

and the neighbors' strongly expressed sensitivity and opposition to light trespass 

and    glare. 

We note, in addition, that the modeling does not include glare produced 

through reflected light from other surfaces, or from water-vapor in the ambient 

air during Arlington's numerous humid spring and summer nights. Thus, total 

glare is likely to be greater than modeled. 

In addition, some of the calculations are incomplete, including glare angles 

for players, and do not provide all of the information necessary to confirm 

compliance with generally accepted standards for glare and light trespass. 

Without full access to the photometric data, an independent review of the 

calculations cannot be done. However, from the available information provided 

by Musco, it appears that glare will be excessive. 

Sky Glow: As noted above, we have been advised that the Williamsburg 

neighborhood is quite dark and that, even on the existing Williamsburg sports 

fields themselves, residents state that the stars are clearly visible. The lights 

proposed to date will clearly increase sky glow - visible light reflected by 

participles in the atmosphere, which deprive residents of the opportunity to "see 

the night sky as their ancestors did, star-gaze and relax under a beautiful natural 

night sky."  IES  RP-33-14. 

Because higher correlated color temperature (CCT) light sources have more blue 

light, their impact on sky glow is greater. 
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The lights at issue will affect sky glow both directly - by emitting 

light from the source itself - and by casting 

light upwards from the surface being illuminated (reflected light). Although we do 

understand that the luminaries are designed to reduce sky glow and the colored 

synthetic surface will absorb some of the light, some increase in sky glow is 

inevitable. 

A paper prepared by Ian Ashdown, "Color Temperature and Outdoor 

Lighting," (2015) raised concerns about the adverse effects of high temperature 

Kelvin LED lights on sky glow, and endorsed the recommendation of the 

International Dark Sky Association to require a maximum of 3,000 Kelvin for 

luminaries to receive the IDA's Seal of Approval. Mr. Ashdown concluded that 

blue light is preferentially scattered and thus caused greater sky glow. In 

particular, Mr. Ashdown endorsed the finding of the IDA that "the case against 

blue light is well founded with regard to discomfort glare, circadian rhythm 

disruption, light scattering, sky glow, and biological disruption in wildlife." 

In response to this concern, Musco Lighting noted that Mr. Ashdown 

published an update of his findings, in which he concluded that the spectral 

distribution from light reflected from a Kentucky bluegrass sports field alleviates 

"the nightmare spectrum" problem to some extent. In that same update, 

however, Mr. Ashdown commented that "light pollution" near outdoor athletic 

fields can nevertheless be "a significant concern for residential neighborhoods." 

Significantly, Mr. Ashdown's piece and Musco's response continue to highlight 

the importance of reflected illuminance, whether from the fields themselves or 

from surrounding structures. 

Human Health and Environmental Effects: We understand that the 

Working Group has submitted considerable documentation to the County setting 

forth the evidence demonstrating real health and environmental concerns 

associated with the types of LED lights being proposed for the Williamsburg site. 

We will not repeat that evidence here, but refer the reader to the very recent 

AMA report entitled "Human and Environmental Effects of Light Emitting Diode 

Community Lighting." Among other findings, the report cautions that "much has 

been learned over the past decade about the potential adverse health effects of 

electric light exposure, particularly at night.  The core concern is disruption of 

circadian rhythmicity. With 

waning ambient light, and in the absence of electric lighting, humans begin the 

transition to nighttime physiology about dusk; melatonin blood concentrations 

rise, body temperature drops, and sleepiness grows." High correlated color 
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temperature LED lighting of the kind proposed at the Williamsburg site has been 

found to have a disproportionate adverse effect on circadian rhythm, as well as 

other adverse health effects. 

The responses prepared by the County and the contractor to date do not, 

in our view, fully address these concerns. Musco Lighting states simply that there 

is "lots of hype being made about something that might exist" and that more 

research is needed. Thus, the contractor looks to the medical community to 

resolve the issue.  The County's medical authority, on the other hand, looks to 

Musco Lighting to address it -asserting that the medical risks should be minor if 

Musco Lighting can control light efficiently. 

Only an independent review can verify this. Nevertheless, we note   that lighting 

levels from sports facilities are typically 20 to 30 times higher than the street 

lighting of concern to the AMA. 

We must also note that all of the data provided to date are calculated, rather 

than measured. We do not have access to the photometric data, or the algorithms, 

assumptions, and spectral distributions underlying the calculations.   Thus, we are in 

no position to check or confirm the    calculations.  At the very least, however, we 

strongly recommend t h a t  an independent evaluation be performed for 

illuminance, light trespass, glare (maximum candela), and sky glow calculations 

arising from the proposed design so that the neighbors, and the County, have a full 

understanding of   the issue. 

Clanton & Associates Opinions 

• The WMS soccer fields are Class IV fields

• The neighborhood residential properties are classified as

Lighting Zone 1 per IES RP-33-14, which is consistent with Arlington 

County's established R-10 and R-20 zoning of the affected neighborhood. 

• Light trespass should not exceed Lighting Zone 1

restrictions per IES RP-33-14 and Environmental Zone El per CIE150: 

2003. 

• Any field lighting project should be consistent with

recommendations from the Illuminating Engineering Society (IES), 

International Commission on Illumination (CIE) and International Dark Sky 

Association (IDA). 
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• Short wavelength (blue) light, similar to 5700K LED lights will

increase sky glow. Indeed, any field lighting will increase sky glow. 

• Glare and light trespass must be restricted so as to minimize or

eliminate direct view of the lighted luminaire on neighboring properties per 

CIE 150:2003. Specifically, glare should not exceed 2,500 candela and light 

trespass should not exceed 0.1 foot-candles. 

• Blue light wavelengths suppress melatonin and should be

minimized or avoided. 

• The calculations provided by Musco Lighting do not meet all

of the recommended requirements and recommendations. 

• Since photometric tests are not available, independent

calculations of glare (maximum candela or luminance), light trespass, reflected 

light, sky glow prediction and spectral distribution are not feasible. 

Conclusion: As set forth above, we have examined whether the "impacts, 

for the first time, of lighting one or two fields at Williamsburg can be mitigated 

sufficiently to protect the character of the neighborhood and provide a reasonable 

quality of life to the nearest neighbors."  It is our   opinion that the proposed sports 

field lighting does not achieve that g o a l . 
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Appendix C – Research on Exposure 
to Blue Light and Impacts of Such 
Exposure (Especially at Night) in 
Disrupting Sleep 

o AMA Report: https://www.ama-assn.org/sites/default/files/media-

browser/public/about- ama/councils/Council%20Reports/council-on-science-

public-health/a16-csaph2.pdf

o Kaiser Family Foundation Study: http://kff.org/disparities-policy/press-release/daily-

media-use- among-children-and-teens-up-dramatically-from-five-years-ago/

o Harvard Health Letter “Blue Light Has a Dark Side”:

http://www.health.harvard.edu/staying-healthy/blue-light-has-a-dark-side

https://www.ama-assn.org/sites/default/files/media-browser/public/about-ama/councils/Council%20Reports/council-on-science-public-health/a16-csaph2.pdf
https://www.ama-assn.org/sites/default/files/media-browser/public/about-ama/councils/Council%20Reports/council-on-science-public-health/a16-csaph2.pdf
https://www.ama-assn.org/sites/default/files/media-browser/public/about-ama/councils/Council%20Reports/council-on-science-public-health/a16-csaph2.pdf
https://www.ama-assn.org/sites/default/files/media-browser/public/about-ama/councils/Council%20Reports/council-on-science-public-health/a16-csaph2.pdf
http://kff.org/disparities-policy/press-release/daily-media-use-among-children-and-teens-up-dramatically-from-five-years-ago/
http://kff.org/disparities-policy/press-release/daily-media-use-among-children-and-teens-up-dramatically-from-five-years-ago/
http://kff.org/disparities-policy/press-release/daily-media-use-among-children-and-teens-up-dramatically-from-five-years-ago/
http://www.health.harvard.edu/staying-healthy/blue-light-has-a-dark-side
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Appendix D – SavATree Report on 
Impacts of Installing Musco’s S3 
Light Pole on Western Wooded 
Area 

Link to Study by Mike Galvin: 

https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/wp- 

content/uploads/sites/17/2016/11/Mike-Galvin-Report-WMS-DES-

workgroup_SavATree-tree- vegetation-impacts-report.pdf 

https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/17/2016/11/Mike-Galvin-Report-WMS-DES-workgroup_SavATree-tree-vegetation-impacts-report.pdf
https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/17/2016/11/Mike-Galvin-Report-WMS-DES-workgroup_SavATree-tree-vegetation-impacts-report.pdf
https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/17/2016/11/Mike-Galvin-Report-WMS-DES-workgroup_SavATree-tree-vegetation-impacts-report.pdf
https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/17/2016/11/Mike-Galvin-Report-WMS-DES-workgroup_SavATree-tree-vegetation-impacts-report.pdf
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Appendix E – Impacts of Installing Musco’s LED 
Lights 

Link to video showing Musco LED lights being installed at 

Art Crate field: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EAqJBM0qm6U 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EAqJBM0qm6U
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Appendix F: 
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Appendix G - Memorandum to Mary 
Hynes from Assistant County Manager 
Gabriela Acurio 
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Appendix H - Neutral Criteria Annotated to Include 
Facts About DES/WMS Site 

This document is in further response to your December 8th, that we give some thought 

to neutral factors that might guide Arlington County in choosing and comparing field sites for 

potential lighting. This paper includes both our recommendations concerning neutral criteria 

and factual information about how these would apply in the case of the decision on whether 

or not to light the Williamsburg athletic fields. 

2. Lighting should be part of the original master planning for the field. It can be very

difficult to retrofit lights to existing fields in a manner that does not significantly impair the 

neighborhood quality of life, as the Williamsburg Working Group has learned. 

Many of Arlington’s sports fields (Yorktown, Washington & Lee, Wakefield) have been 

lighted since the 1950s and sports field lighting was planned from the outset. Lighting 

authorities have cautioned that, because field lights can be highly intrusive  — particularly on 

the settled expectations of abutting neighbors — lighting should be planned with field 

construction to ensure that the fields are of adequate size, orientation and overall design to 

accommodate lights without undue adverse effects on neighbors. The Illuminating 

Engineering Society of North America, in its Recommended Practice for Sports and 

Recreational Area Lighting (IESNA RP-6-15), cautions that “lighting systems should be 

designed in conjunction with the facility.” Similarly, in its “White Paper on Athletic Field 

Lighting”, Fairfax County recently warned that, “while field orientation during the initial 

master planning stage may make it possible to minimize glare problems, this is unusual when 

retrofitting lights to existing fields.” 

The Williamsburg lighting proposal is a case in point. The fields were never designed 

for lights and abut a dark and quiet residential neighborhood. Struggling to develop a design 

that is even minimally adequate, the lighting vendor has prepared a number of designs for 

field lighting. All of them, however, violate generally accepted standards for sports field 

lighting. It should be emphasized that this is the case even though the vendor’s “best case 

design” would 

(1) require the installation of light poles much higher than are permitted by current zoning; 

(2) funnel extraordinary levels of glare toward the school buildings themselves, but still 

expose the residential boundary to excessive levels of glare; (3) locate luminaries within 

critical on-field glare zones; and (4) require removal of a significant portion of the tree 

canopy on the residential boundary during installation. 
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3. Lighted grass fields should be upgraded to lighted turf fields. Consistent with

recommendation 1. above where lights were planned as part of field construction, existing 

lighted grass fields typically can be upgraded to synthetic turf without undue effects on 

surrounding properties.  Such upgrading can greatly enhance the number of hours of use. I 

attach for your information a memorandum prepared by then Assistant County Manager 

Gabriela Acurio to County Board member Mary Hynes responding to questions raised by Ms. 

Hynes about County sports field use that had arisen during the County Board’s examination of 

a 

similar proposal to light a local high school’s sports fields. Ms. Hynes asked the County to 

summarize the increase in field playing hours arising from the County’s switch from grass 

to synthetic turf at the County’s lighted grass fields.  Ms. Acurio responded as follows: 

Facility Hours with Grass Hours With Synthetic 

Gunston 500 2000 

VA Highlands 800 2300 

Wakefield 200 1800 

Greenbrier 
300 1700 

Washington Lee 
600 1900 

As shown above, installation of synthetic turf in lieu of grass can increase playing hours 

at lighted grass fields by a factor of 3 to 9 times, without causing the kind of community 

contention and impairment of community quality of life occasioned by the installation — for 

the first time — of intense sports field lighting into residential neighborhoods.  As I 

understand it from the Department of Parks and Recreation, Arlington currently hosts at least 

4 lighted Bermuda grass fields — Gunston #3, Kenmore #2, Thomas Jefferson Upper Field, 

and Quincy #1 field. Based on Ms. Acurio’s numbers above, the installation of synthetic turf 

at these fields would provide additional field time that dwarfs the expected increase in field 

time arising from the lighting of the Williamsburg fields. 
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4. Importance of Immediate Physical Setting for Sports Lighting Proposals. The International

Commission on Illumination (CIE) in its “Guide on the Limitation of the Effects of Obtrusive 

Light from Outdoor Lighting Installations” (CIE 150), provided guidance on the factors that 

should be considered by municipalities and other authorities when considering the siting of 

outdoor lighting installations. The CIE is an entity responsible for promoting international 

cooperation and exchange of information among member countries (including the United 

States) relating to the science of lighting.  It has developed standards, recommendations, and 

guidance for outdoor lighting, among other applications. 

The CIE cautions that the siting of outdoor lighting must consider “the potential effects 

of the lighting on occupants of surrounding properties” including “changes to the amenity of 

an area due to the intrusion of spill light into otherwise dark areas . . . and to the direct view 

of bright luminaries.” The CIE has set forth the following factors as “significant influences on 

lighting impact” to be considered by local authorities. (CIE Report at section 2.5). As is quite 

plain from even the most cursory review of the factors, their application to the Williamsburg 

site confirms that it is a wholly inappropriate one for sports field lighting. 

CIE factors include: 

a. The zoning of the area abutting the proposed development. According to the CIE,

“[t]here is a greater potential for complaints when the area is zoned for residential 

development.”  We note, in this regard, the considerable care shown by the County in 

amending its zoning ordinance to allow the installation of tall structures such as light poles at 

Long Bridge Park.  The staff report to the proposal specifically stated that “the proposed 

changes have been crafted to not adversely affect neighboring properties.” The staff 

cautioned further that the proposed 100’ height limit “not be applied generally to all ‘P-S’ 

zoned properties, as many are nearer to low density residential areas.” The light poles were 

appropriate at Long Bridge, according to the staff, because it is a large site, intensely 

developed, and bounded by major roads, ramps to highways, and railroad tracks. According 

to the staff, the site’s “Public” designation as part of the ‘P-S’ district also indicated that 

athletic facilities of this proposed size and scope were appropriate. Staff Report to Proposed 

Zoning Amendment (Nov. 15, 2006). The Williamsburg site, in contrast, is very different from 

the types of sports complex sites established at Long Bridge and Barcroft. The residential 

community surrounding the school is zoned R-10/20, which allows only single family homes 

on lots of 10,000 to 20,00 square feet. The neighborhood contains no retail, commercial, or 

multifamily residential developments. By almost any measure, it stands out as an area 

inappropriate for sports lighting. 
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b. “The state of development of the area . . . i.e., whether the area is sparsely settled

or fully built-up.”  As we have indicated throughout the Working Group process, the area 

proposed to be impacted by sports lighting has, throughout its history, been quiet and dark. 

Consistent with long-established expectations for aesthetic harmony and sensible 

development in Arlington, the neighborhood has remained entirely residential and is subject 

(including the school property) to strict limitations on the height of buildings and structures. 

Ambient light levels are non-detectable at the property line. On clear nights, the nighttime 

stars are plainly visible. The wooded area along the western edge of the property, which 

would be impaired by light pole installation, has served as a de facto nature trail.  It is clear 

that the construction of 80’ light poles with intense LED lights would be entirely inconsistent 

with the current “state of development” of the area 

c. The topography of the area surrounding the lighting installation. According to the

CIE, “residential developments which are at a lower level than that of the lighting installation 

should be particularly considered, where a direct view of the luminaries is possible.” Thus, if 

nearby residences are below the level of the lights, the site should be considered a poor 

location for lights. The Williamsburg fields and the abutting homes are nearly on the same 

level and thus there is no possible light mitigation resulting, as is the case at 

Yorktown/Greenbrier or Wakefield for example, from the deeply excavated topography of 

the sports fields. Rather, the windows and backyards of abutting homes will be fully subject 

to light from the fields and there is no buffer whatsoever for homes on North 36th Street, 

most of which are at a lower elevation than the Williamsburg fields.  Homes on streets below 

the eastern boundary of the athletic fields are also at a lower elevation than the Williamsburg 

fields and could be impacted. 

d. Physical features at the site such as adjacent tall buildings, trees and spectator

stands, “which may be effective in restricting light spill beyond the boundaries of the 

development.” As I noted to you when we met, there is very little in the way of physical 

barriers to the light projected to be broadcast from the proposed 80’ poles. Although the 

modest deciduous tree canopy on the residential border of the property may provide some 

limited buffering, it is sparse and does little to mitigate light currently emitted from the 

school’s existing basketball courts.  What little barrier exists is gone entirely during much of 

the year, when the leaves have 

fallen or buds have not yet broken. Moreover, as we discussed, the installation of the light 

pole closest to the western boundary will necessitate the removal of some of the canopy. 

Accordingly, there is very little in the way of physical features at the site to mitigate lighting 

effects and there will be less if the poles are erected. 
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e. The presence or absence of other lighting in the immediate area and the type of

lighting involved. According to the CIE, “the effect of the proposed lighting will be lessened 

where the surrounding area is reasonably well-lit, e.g., arterial road lighting or lighting from 

adjacent commercial developments.” As noted, the neighborhood surrounding the school 

property has been historically dark. Light measurements at the residential property line 

have consistently been shown to be negligible or non-detectable. There are no commercial 

developments in the vicinity, nor any heavily lighted arterial roads. The location of 

luminaries emitting extraordinarily intense levels of light would represent an extraordinary 

change in baseline light levels. 

f. Proximity of homes. Not surprisingly, the proximity of residences to outdoor lighting

installations also significantly affects how well or badly lighting can be tolerated by 

neighbors. Distance from homes is an especially sensitive factor because light intensity and 

noise intensity both dissipate inversely proportional to the square of the distance from the 

source. Thus, if a home is twice as far from the source as another, it receives one-fourth the 

intensity of light and noise; if it is three times as far, it receives one-ninth the intensity of light 

and noise; if four times as far, it receives one-sixteenth the intensity of light and noise." At 

Williamsburg, homes are located much closer to the fields than is the case for other lighted 

sports fields in Arlington. At Williamsburg, the nearest property lines are located only 25-35 

yards from the nearest goal lines. Given the proximity of homes to the fields (and to the 

lighting poles themselves), significant lighting effects on neighboring yards are inevitable. 

g. Disturbance and Harm to the Environment. Field lights, especially high intensity LED

lights mounted on 80—90- foot tall poles, are large and very bulky structures and their 

installation — particularly at fields not designed for lights — can cause harm to both the 

natural environment and existing physical features. Arlington’s Urban Forestry Master Plan, 

for example, recommends that County development efforts enhance and improve the 

County’s threatened tree canopy. Arlington’s Public Spaces Master Plan urges that 

development not disturb existing connections between residents and natural spaces or the 

habitats in wildlife corridors. Sites at existing public schools and parks may also contain 

important scenic values that are assets to the community-at-large. 

For these reasons, any consideration of field lights at a particular setting must 

consider the potential adverse effects to that setting arising from the construction, 

installation and operation of field lights. 

At the Williamsburg site, the erection of large light poles likely will have significant 

adverse effects on the existing tree canopy, the surrounding built environment, and the 
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wildlife habitat. A study prepared by SavATree, for example, concluded that the erection of 

one pole alone would, at a minimum, require the removal of 1-2 mature trees, the cutting of 

55 linear feet of tree canopy, and would further damage critical root zones. The use of heavy 

equipment to carry and install the poles and stadium scale luminaires and lighting arrays 

could cause damage to the new baseball field, synthetic fields, Discovery parking lot and 

adjacent, newly planted trees. In addition to these direct harms, the wildlife corridor along 

the western side of the soccer fields will be receiving light from several of the poles. It 

currently hosts a large number of light-sensitive nocturnal species. Numerous recent 

scientific studies have cautioned that wildlife exposure to the high levels of LED lighting has 

significant adverse effects on circadian rhythm patterns and overall species viability. 

Notwithstanding the inability of a particular field to meet any or all of the above criteria, 

it would not necessarily prohibit approval of field lights if a significant majority of neighbors 

who are most directly affected support the installation of such lights. 

However, as described above, application of the neutral site-related factors recommended by the CIE 

show clearly that the Williamsburg site is an extremely poor candidate for sports field lighting. The 

effects of lighting on those living in the surrounding properties would be, by any measure, severe and 

disruptive. 




